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PREFACE

We are delighted to be invited to preface this book for four reasons. First, because it sets
a realistic and fair stage for the important UNCED 1992 conference. Second, because it
acknowledges much more development is needc4 in the South. Third, because that needed
development and growth must be accommodated by the North. Fourth, burdensharing or reparation
for the North's historic overuse of global environmental functions - both as source of natural
resources and sink for wastes -- is firmly accepted by the almost entirely Northern authors. Ths is
refreshing.

We have not been too encouraged by the North's reaction to the Brundtland report over the
four years since its publication. Therefore, we warmly endorse the clear thinkdng expressed in this
book The fact that two Nobel laureate economists are among the auttors (Haavelmo and
Thbergen) raise our hopes that economists will raise sustainability higher on their agendas for serious
work in the 1990X We ully share the authors' view that the transition is urgent and we find their
suggestions on how to achieve it to be senusble. Now the difficult part, mustering the politcal will,
is up to us and our UNCED '92 colleagues.

Emil Salm Jose Lutenberger

ILE The Minister of State for Environment and Population, The Honorable Emil Salim, Jakarta,
Indonesia, and L.E. lThe Secretary of State for Environment, The Honorable Jose Lutzenberger,
Brasilia DF, Brazil

Departmental Working Papes ame not formal publications of the World Bank They represent prelminaiy and unpolished
tests of countty analsil or rsearch that are cirulated to encourage disuon and comment; dtation and the use of such a paper should
take acwount of its provisional chamecter. The fings interpretations, and condusions expressed in this paper are entirely those of the
authors' and should not be attributed in any manner to the World Bankl Its affliated orgnizations or to members of its Board of
13ecutlv Direct or the the countries the represent.
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INThODUCIION

This book is our contribution to the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development to be held in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992, and which builds on the trailblazing work
of the Brndtlani Commission. Right at the outset, we want to acknowledge our major debt to the
Brundtland Commission's 1987 report, "Our Common Future". In particular, we greatly admire the
Commission's achievement in garnering political consensus on the need for sustainable development.
We use this report as our springboard, although we are far less comprehensive. Of the four

elemeats of environmental sustainability -- poverty, population, technology, and lifestyle -- we focus
on only lifestyle, technology and population, with that order of emphasis reflecting our skills.
Poverty is only dealt with via our suggestions for a more equitable intemational income distribution.
We acknowledge, however, that poverty and alrs debt are for some countries more pressing than

environment.

Our aim is to follow Brundtland's lead on the need for a rapid transition to sustainability.
We bolster Brundtland's case for the transition, because we feel that the need for this transition is
not yet adequately recognized. We then go on to suggest specifics of what is needed to achieve the
transition. We eave to othters the more important task, namely how to implement the transition;
how to muster the political will for changes which will be painful, but essential. We feel that
understanding the necessity and general direction of the transition is a precondition for mustering the
political wilL

All authors have read and discussed each other's chapters and have reached consensus that
the contributions included in this volume are not only compatible with each other, but also mutually
reinforcing. We collaborated fist because we felt that we were all already thinking along similar
lines, judging from our previous writing And second, because we all feel strongly that the next step
for the transition to sustainability is agreement on the implications of what Brundtland advocated.
We have deliberately retained a certain overlap between some chapters in an effort to stress the
notion that, irrespective of the direction from which the subject is approached, the same conclusion
is reached.

The conclusion is that economic activity cannot proceed any longer under the banner of
"business as usual." Specifically it is no longer tenable to make economic growth, as conventionally
nerceived and measured, the unquestioned objective of economic development policy. The old
concept of growth, which we designate "throughput growth", with it- reliance on an ever increasing
throughput of energy and other natural materals cannot be sustained, and must yield to an
imaginative pursuit of economic ends that are less resource intensive. The way we undervalue natural
capital services and fail to account for natural asset degradation often means that we are
impoverishing ourselves while imagining that our economies are growing. The new approach
requires a concerted effort at remolding consumer's preferences, and steering wants in the direction
of environmentally benign activities, while simultaneov,sly reducing throughput per unit of final
product, including services.

Earlier studies of environmental limits to growth emphasized the source limits (depletion of
petroleum, copper, etc.). Experience has shown, however, that the sink constraints (greenhouse,
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ozone depletion, local air and water pollution, etc.) are the more stringent. Since sink functions are
common property to a greater extent than source functions, this overuse is less correctible by the
automatic market adjustment.

Acceleration of technological development is therefore required to reduce the natural
resource content of given economic activities. We feel this important acceleration can be achieved
in a way that will satisfy both the optimists as well as the pessimists. We suggest substantially
increased taxes on throughput (such as carbon emission or mineral severance taxes). MTis should
please the optimists because it will accelerate new technologies. It will please the pessimints because
it will reduce environmentally stressful throughput. Since we must tax something in order to raise
needed public revenue, why not tax the things we want to reduce (pollution and depletion) rather
than the things we want to increase (employment and income)? Because pollution and depledion can
never be reduced to zero there is no danger of taxing our source of revenue out of existence, no
matter how high the tax rate. As we gain revenue from these environmental taxes we can ease up
on income taxes, especially on low incomes, even to the extent of using some of the new revenues
to finance a negative income tax on very low incomes. We urgently call for fmdamental changes
in our economic objectives, as well as in our modes of behavior. Towards this end, the cooperation
of all manind is necessary.

Brundtland's call for sustainable development has elicited two opposing reactions. One is
to revert to a definition of sustainable development as "growth as usual", although at a slower rate.
The other reaction is to define sustainable development as "development without growth in
throughput beyond environmental carrying capacity. WCED leaders (Brundtland 1989, McNeill
1990) seem themselves to be torn between these two directions for operationalizing their concept.

Tvwo realisms confict. On the one hand, political realism rules out income redis. -oution and
population stability as politically difficult, if not impossible; therefore the world economy has to
expand "... by a factor of five or ten ...." in order to cure poverty. On the other hand, ecological
realism accepts that the global economy has klready exceeded the sustainable limits of the global
ecosystem and that a five to tenfold expansion of anything remotely resembling the present economy
would simply speed us from today's long run unsustainablity to imminent collapse. We believe that
in conflicts between biophysical realities and political reaIi,ies, the latter must eventually give ground.
The planet will transit to sustainability: the choice is between society planning for an orderly
transition, or letting physical limits and environmelAtal damage dictate the timing and course of the
transition.

While we agree with Brundtland that we should seek to limit, arrest or even reduce the
throughput associated with economic activity, we are far less sanguine about our ability to achieve
this quickly. The vast expansion in economic activity projected b Brundtland is therefore bound
to be associated with major rises in throughput. This does not involve any difference in theory
between Brundtland and ourselves, but merely reflects the observable fact that successful substitution
of manmade capital for natural resources is slow and limited, and that the necessary technology
cannot be organized on cue as the optimists would wish.

Following the dictionary distinction between growth and development: to grow means to
increase in size by the assiniilation or accretion of materials; to develop means to expand or realize
the potentialities of; to bring to a fuller, greater or better state. When something grows it gets
quantitatively bigger; when it develops it gets qualitatively better, or at least different. Quantitative
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growth and qualitative improvement follow different laws. Our planet develops over time without
growing. Our economy, a subsystem of the finite and non-growing earth, must eventually adapt to
a similat pattem of development without throughput growth. The time for such adaptation is now.

An alternative formulation would be to say that physical inputs must cease growing, but that
value of output can continue to increase as long as technological development permits. Of course
if physical input is Umited, then by the law of conservation of matter-energy, so is physical output.
This is equivalent to saying that quantitative growth in throughput is not permitted, but qualitative
improvement in services rendered can develop with new technology. In other words we are back to
the formulation of development (increasing value of output) without growth (physical throughput
constant). Throughput is treated as an aggregate, and clearly some components are more important
than others environmentally. For many purposes, energy is the dominant and critical component.

Unfortunately, current GNP accounting conventions conflate growth and development,
counting both as "economic growth". We sharply distinguish between throughput growth (growth
proper) and efficiency improvement (development in the dictionary sense).

Once these distinctions are accepted it is reasonable to ask: Can development without
throughput growth (sustainable development) cure exsting poverty? Our belief is that it cannot.
Qualitative improvement in the efficiency with which resources are used will greatly help, but will not
be sufficient to cure poverty. The reduction of throughput intensity per dollar of GNP in some rich
countries is all to the good, but means little to poor countries still striving for adequate food, clothing
and shelter. Basic necessities have a large and irreducible physical dimension, unlike say information
processing.

The Brundtland proposal to alleviate poverty by an annual 3% global rise in per capita income
translates initially into annual per capita income increments of $633 for USA; $3.6 for Ethiopia; $5.4
for Bangladesh; $7.5 for Nigeria; $10.8 for China and $10.5 for India. By the end of ten years, such
growth will have raised Ethiopia's per capita income by $41 - hardly sufficient to dent poverty there -
- while that of the USA will have risen by $7257. The greater disparity of international income
levels that would result calls into question the desirability of Brundtland's projections.

It is neither ethical nor helpful to the environment to expect poor countries to cut or arrest
their development, which tends to be highly associated with throughput growth. Therefore the rich
countries, which after all are responsible for most of today's environmental damage, and whose

.atc.fa =ll ing can sustain halting or even reversing throughput growth, must take the lead in this
respect. Poverty reduction will require considerable growth, as well as development, in developing
countries. But ecological constraints are real and more growth for the poor must be balanced by
negative throughput growth for the rich.

Development by the rich must be used to free resources (source and sink functions of the
environment) for growth and development so urgently needed by the poor. Large scale transfers to
the poorer countries also will be required, especially as the impact of economic stability in rich
countries may depress terms of trade and lower economic activity in developing countries. Higher
prices for the exports of poorer countries therefore will be required.

Most importantly, population stability is essential to reduce the need for growth everywhere,
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but especially where population growth is highest, i.e in the poor countries.

Politically, it is very difficult to face up to the need for income redistribution and population
stability. If the concept of sustainable development becomes a verbal formula for glossing over these
hash realities, then it will have been a big step backwards. It is in this sense that we, the authors
of this volume, are seeling to build on Brundtland before the tempest of conventional political
*realisms erodes the foundations that WCED constructed with such care and foresight. Such an
agenda wil be exceptionally difficult to implement, and many other issues are involved which are not
addressed in this volume, but of which we are acutely aware. Markets, for example, wil have to
learn to function without expansion, withcut wars, without wastes and without advertising that
encourages waste. Economic policy will have to suppress certain activities in order to allow others
to expand, so that the sum total remains within the biophysical budget constraint of a nongrwing
throughput. T adds up to a formidable political agenda. That is why exceptional political wisdom
and leadership are so urgently required.

We acknowledge the constructive reviews of Vinod Dubey and Herman G. Van der Talk

Brundtland, G.IL 1989. Global change and our common future. Washington DC., Benjamin Franlin
Lecture (2 May). Environment (US) 31: 16-20, 40-43.

McNeill, J. 1990. On the economics of susuainable development. Washington DC, US AID, January
23-26 workshop.

WCED, 1987. Our common future.The Brundtland Report]. Oxford, Oxford University Press (for)
UN World Commission of Environment and Development 393 p.
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Chapter 1: THE CASE THAT THE WORLD HAS REACHED LIMIMh
- Mae pece that current througput th in O gW moomy canot be suaa -

Robert Goodiland

Mahatwm Gandh [when asked if, after indepenaence, India would attain Briih standards of
llvbui' ".... it took BDtain half the resowiaS of the planet to achkwe u prspe*y; how many pJaet
wil a coltuy Ake India require .n

The aim of this thapter is to present the case that limits to growth have already been reached,
that further input growth vwill take the planet further away from sustainability, and that we are rapidly
foreclosing options for the future, possibly by overshooting limits (Catton 1982). T* scaapter seeks
to convince the reader of the urgent need to convert to a sustainable economy, rather than the
related and equally or more important need of poverty alleviation. The political wil to transit to
sustainabilit will be mustered only when the need for the trnsition is percei 'e crucal next
step - how to muster that political will -- is deferred to a subsequent book.

Right at the start, plaudits for Brundtland's heroic achievement: elevating "austainability" as
a planetary goal now espoused by practically all nations, the UN family, and the World Bank In July
1989, leaders of the Group of Seven major industrialized nations called fbr the early adption,
worldwide, of policies based on sustainable development." The whole world owes Brundtland an
enormous debt for this tremendous feat and we admire her political wisdom. This chapter buikd on
Brundtland's lead and explores the implications of sustainability. We assume as given that the world
is being run unsustainably now - being fuelled by inherited fossil fuels is the best single example.
Nonrenewable oil and gas provide 60% of global energy with barely 50 years of proven reserves.

Brundt!and said that meeting essential needs requires " a new era of economic growt for
nations in which the majonty are poor. The report (WCED, 1987) anticipates ".... a five- to tenfold
increase in world industrial output...." Two years later, this "sustainable growth" conclusion was
re-emphasized by the Secretary General of the Brundtland Commission: n A fvefold to tenfold
increa in economic activity would be required over the next 50 years...." to achieve sustainability
(MacNeill, 1989).

2. The Global Eoystem and the Economic Subsystem

A single measure -- population times per capita resource consumption -- encapsulates what
is needed to achieve sustainabiity. Tis is the scale of the human economic subsstem with respect
to that of the global ecosystem on which it depends, and of which it is a part. The global ecoystem
is the source of all material inputs feeding the economic subsystem, and is the sink for all its wastes.
Population times per capita resource consumption is the total flow -- throughput - of resources from
the ecosystem to the economic subsystem, then back to the ecosystem as waste, as dramatized in
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Figue 1. The upper diagram illustrates the bygone era when the economic subsytem was small
elat 'e to the size of the global ecosystem The lower diagram depicts a situation much near to

today in which the economic subsystem is vety large relative to the global ecosystem Population
times per capita resource use is refined by Tinbergen and Hueting (1991), and by Ehrlich and Bhrlich
(1990).

The global ecosystem's source and sink functions have limited capacity to support the
economic subsytem. The imperative, therefore, is to maintain the size of the global economy to
within the capacity of the ecosystem to sustain it. Speth (1989) calculates that it took all of human
history to grow to the $60-billion swale economy of 1900. Today, the world economy grows by this
amount every two year. Unchecked, today's $20 trillion global economy may be five times bigger only
one generation or so hence.

It seems unlikely that the world can sustain a doubling of the economny. let alone Brundtland's
"fie- to ten-fold increase". We feel throughput growth is not the way to reach sustainabilitr, we
cannot "grVW" our way into sustainability. The global ecosystem, which is the source of all the
resources needed for the economic subsystem, is finite and has limted regenerative and asimilative
capacities. It looks ine!itable that the next century will be occupied by double the number of people
in the human economy consuiming sources and burdening sinks with their wastes.

The global ecosystem is the sink for all he wastes created by the economic subsystem, and
this sink has hlited assimative capacity. WheL the economic subsytem was small relative to the
global ecosystem (Figure 1; upper), then the sources and sinks were large and limits were irrelevant.
Leading tbinkers, such as Ehrlich ani Ehrlich (1990), Hardin (1991), Boulding (1991), Daly (1989,
1990,1991), as well as the Club of Rome (Meadows et al. 1974), have shown for years that the world
is no longer "empty", the economic subsystem is large relative to the biosphere, and the capacities of
the biosphere's sources and sinks are being stressed (Fgure 1, lower diagram).

3. Localized I mits to Global Lmits

This chapter presents the case that the economic subsystem has reached or eceeded
mportant source and sink limits. We take as agreed that we have already fouled our nest: practically

nowhere in this earth are signs of the human economy absent. From the center of Antarctica to
Mount Everest human wastes are obvious and increasing. it is not possible to find asample of ocean
water with no sip of the 20 billion tons of human wastes added annualy. PCBs and other persistent
toxic chemicals like DDT and heavy metal compounds, have already accumulated throughout the
marine ecosvstem. One fifth of the world's population breathes air more poisonous than WHO
standards recommend, and an entire generation of Mexco City children may be intellectually stunted
by lead poisoning (Brown et al. 1991).

Since the Club of Rome's 1972 "Limits to Growth", the constraints have shifted from source
limits to sink limits. Source limits are more open to substitution and are more localized. Since then,
the cmse has substantially strengthened for limits to throughput growth. There is a wide variety of
limits. Some are tractable and are being tackled, such as the CFC phase out under the Montreeal
Convention. Other limits are less tractable, such as the massive human appropriation of biomass
(see below). The key limit is the smk constraint of fossil energy use. Therefore, the rate of
transition to renewables including solar energy, parallels the rate of the transition to sustainability.
Here the optimists add the possibility of cheap fusion energy by the year 2050. We are agnostic on
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technoloy, and want to encourage It by energy taxes (Daly, this volume). Htherto, technolog has
only srted to focus on input reduction and even less on sink management, which suggests there is
SCope for improvements

Land fill sites are becoming harder to find; garbage is shpped thousands of miles from
industral to deloping countries in search of unfilled sinks. It has so far proved impossible for the
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission to find anywhere to rent a nuclear waste site for US$100 million
pa Germany's Kraft-Werk Union signed an agreement with China in July 1987 to buty nulear waste
in Mongolia's Gobi desert. These facts prove that landfill sites and toic dumps - aspoct of sinb -
- are increasingly hard to fnd, that limits are near.

4. Flist Evidae Hman Blons Appropriation

The best evdence that there are other imminent limits is the calulation by Vitousek et aL
(1986) that the human economy uses - directly or indimectly - about 40% of the net primary product
of terrestrial photosynthesis today. (This figure drops to 25% if the oceans and other aquatic
ecosystems are included). And desertification, urban encroachment onto agricultural land,
blacktopping, soil erosion and pollution are increasing -- as is the populations search for food This
means that in only a single doubling of the world's population (say 35 yeas) we will use 80%, and
100% shortly therafter. As Daly (1991a,b) points out 100% appropriation is ecologically impossible
and socially highly undesirable. The world will go from half empty to full in one doubling period,
rrpeti of the sink being flled or the source being consumed. Readers refuinig to recognze
overfullness that has appropriated 40% for humans aleady should decide when between now and
100% they would be wiling to say "enough'. They should state in advance what evidence they wil
require to be convinced. Although this evidence has not been refuted over the last five years, this
single study is so stark that we urge prompt corroboration and analysis of the implications.

5. SOownd Evidnc of lAimts: Global Warming

The evidence of atmospheric carbon dioxide accumulation are pervasive, as geographical
atensive as possible, and unimaginably expensive to cure if allowed to worsen. In addition, they are
unambiguously negative and strongly so. There may be a few exceptions, such as plants growing
faster in C02-enriched laboratories where water and nutrients are not lImiting. However in the real
world, it seems more likely that crop belts will not shift with changing climate, nor will they grow
faster because some other factor (eg: suitable soils, water) will become limiting. Tne prodigious
North American breadbasket's climate may indeed shift north. but this does not mean the breadbasket
will follow because the rich prairie soils will stay put, and Canadian boreal soils and muskeg are very
infertle.

The second evidence that limits have been exceeded is global warming. 1990 was the wamest
year in more than a century of record keeping. Seven of the hottest years on record all occurred
in the last. 11 years. The l980s were 1 oF warmer than the 1880s; while 1990 was 1.25 °F warmer.
Thi contrasts alarmingly with the pre-industrial constancy in which the earth's temperature did not
vary more than 2-4 o F in the last ten thousand years Humanity's entire social and cultural
infastructure over the last 7000 years has evolved entirely within a global climate that never deviated
as much as 2 °F from today's climate (Arrhenius and Waltz 1990).
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It is too soon to be absolutely certain that global "Greenhouse" warming has begun: normal
climatic variability i too great for absolute certainty. There is even greater uncertainty about the
possible effects. But all the evidence suggests that global warming may well have started, that C02
accumulation started years ago, as postulated by Svante Arrhenius in 1896, and that it is worsening
fast. Scientists now practically universally agree that such warming will occur, although differences
remain on the rates. The US National Academy of Science warned President Bush that global
warming may well be the most pressing international issue of the next century. A dwindling minority
of scientists remain agnostic. The dispute concerns policy responses much more than the predictions.

The scale of todays fossil-fuel-based human economy seems to be the dominant cause of
greenhouse gas accumulation. The biggest contribution to greenhouse warming, carbon dicoide
released from burning coal, oil and natural gas, is accumulating fast in the atmosphere. Today's 53
billion people annually burn the equivalent of more than one ton of coal each.

Next in importance contnbuting to Greenhouse warming are all other pollutants released by
the economy that exceed the biosphere's absorptive capacity methane, CFCs and nitrous oodde.
Relative to carbon dioxide these three pollutants are orders of magnitude more damaging, although
thek amount is much less. Today's price to polluters for using atmospheric sink capacity for carbon
dioide disposal is ztro, although the real opportunity cost may turn out to be astronomical

The costs of rejecting the greenhouse hypothesis, if true, are vastly greater than the costs of
accepting the hypothesis, if it proves to be false. By the time the evidence is irrefutable, it is sure
to be too late to avert unacceptable costs, such as the influx of millions of refugees from low-lying
coatal areas (55% of the world's population lives on coasts or estuaries), damage to ports and coastal
cities, increase in storm intensity, and worst of all, damage to agriculture. And best of all, abating
global warming may save money, not cost it, according to Lins (1990) when the benefit from lower
fuel bills is factored in. The greenhouse threat is more than sufficient to justify action now, even
ff only in an insurance sense. The question now to be resolved is how much insurance to buy?

Admittedly, great uncertainty prevails. But uncertainty cuts both ways. 'Business as usual
or 'wait and see' are thus imprudent, if not foolhardy. Underestimation of greenhouse or ozone
shield risks is just as likely as overestimation. Recent studies suggest we are underestimating risks,
rather than the converse. In May 1991, US EPA upped by 20-fold their estimate of UV-cancer
deaths; and the earth's ability to absorb methane was estimated downwards by 25% in June 1991.
In the face of uncertainty about global environmental health, prudence should be paramount.

The relevant component here is the tight relationship between carbon released and the scale
of the economy. Global carbon emissions have increased annually since the industrial revolution; now
at nearly 4% pa. To the extent energy use parallels economic activity, carbon emissions are an index
of the scale of the economy. Fossil fuels account for 78% of US energy. Of course there is
tremendous scope for reducing the energy intensity of industiy and of the economy in general, that
is why reductions in carbon emissions are possible without reducing standards of living. A significant
degree of decoupling economic growth from energy throughput appears substantially achievable.
Witness the 81% increase in Japan's output since 1973 using the same amount of energy. Similarly,
the Uaited States's near 39% increase in US GNP since 1973, but with only modest increase in
energy use. This means energy efficiency increased almost 26%. Sweden - cold, gloomy,
industrialized and very energy efficient - is the best example of how profitable it is to reduce C02.
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The Swedish State Power Board found that doubled electric efficiency, 34% decrease in C02, phase
out of the nuclear power which supplies 50% of the country's electricity, actually lowers consumers
electricity bills by US$1 bn per year (Lovins, 1990). Other, less efficient nations should be able to
do even better.

Reducing energy intensity is possible in all industrial economies and in the larger developing
economies, such as China, Brazil and India. The scope of increasing energy use without increasing
C02 means primarily the overdue transition to reneawbles: biomass, solar, hydro. The other major
source of carbon emissions -- deforestation - also parallels the scale of the economy. More people
needing more land push back the frontier. But there are vanishingly few geopolitical frontiers left
today.

Greenhouse warming is a compelling argument that limits have been exceeded because it is
globally pervasive, rather than disrupting the atmosphere in the region where the C02 was produced.
In comparison, acid rain damaging parts of the United States and Canada, and those parts of
Scandinavia downwind from UK, and the "Waldesterben" or US$30 billion loss of much of Europe's
forest are more regional evidence for lmits.

The nearly 7 billion tons of carbon released to the atmosphere each year by human activity
(from fossil fuels and deforestation) accumulate in the atmosphere, which suggests that the
ecosystem's sinks capable of absorbing carbon have been exceeded, and carbon accumulation appears
for all practical purposes irreversible on any relevant time frame, hence it is of major concern for
sustainability for future generations. Removal of carbon dioxide by liquefying it or chemically
scrubbing it from the stacks might double the cost of electricity. Optimistically, technology may
reduce this cost, but still at a major penalty.

6. Third Evidence: Ozone Shield Ruptue

The third evidence that global Umits have been reached is the rupture of the ozone shield.
It is difficult to imagine more compelling evidence that human activity has ahready damaged our life
support systems than the cosmic holes in the ozone shield. That CECs would damage the ozone
L"yr wvas predicted as far back as 1974 by Sherwood Rowland and Mario Molina. But when the
damage was first detected -- in 1985 in Antarctica - disbelief was so great that the data were
rejected as coming from faulty sensors. Retesting and a search of hitherto undigested computer
printouts confirmed that not only did the hole exist in 1985, but that it had appeared each spring
since 1979. The world had failed to detect a vast hole that threatened human life and food
production and that was more extensive than the United States and taller than Mount Everest (Shea
1989). All subsequent tests have proved global ozone layer thinning far faster than models predicted.

The relationship between the increased ultraviolet b radiation let through the impaired
ozone shield and skin cancers and cataracts is relatively well known - every 1% decrease in the ozone
layer results in 5% more of certain slkn cancers - and alarming in neighboring regions (eg.
Queensland). The world seems set for 1 billion additional skin cancers, many of them fatal, among
people alive today. The possibly more serious human health effect is depression of our immune
systems, increasing our vulnerability to an array of tumors, parasites and infectious diseases. In
addition, as the shield weakens, crop yields and marine fisheries decline. But the gravest effect may
be the uncertainty, such as upsetting normal balances in natural vegetation. Keystone species - those
on which many others depend for survival -- may decrease leading to widespread disruption in
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enironmental services and accelerating extinctions

The one million or so tons of CFCs annually dumped into the biosphere take about 10 years
to waft up to the ozone layer, where they destrW it with a half life of 100 to 150 years. The tonnage
of CFCs and other ozone-depleting gases released into the atmosphere is increasing damage to the
ozone shield. Todays damage, although senous, only reflects the relatively low levels of CFCs
released in the early 1980s. If CFC emissions cease today, the world still wil be gripped in an
unavoidable committment to ten years of increased damage. This would then gradually return to
pre-damage levels over the next 100 - 150 years.

Tbis seems to be evidence that the global ecosystem's sink capacity to absorb CFC pollution
has been vastly xceeded. The limits have been reached and emeeded, manlind is in for damage
to environmental services, human health and food production. This is a good example because 85%
of CFCs are released in the industrial north, but the main hole appeared in Antarctica in the ozone
layer 20 kilometers up in the sky, showing the damage to be widespread and truly global in nature.

7. Fourt Evkdne Lad Derdation

Land degradation, decreased productivity such as caused by accelerated soil erosion, salination
and desertification, is only one of the many topics that could be included here. It is not new; land
degraded thousands of years ago (eg: Tgris-Euphrates) remains unproductive tod. But the scale
has mushroomed and is important because practically all (97%) food comes from land rather than
from aquatic or ocean systems. As 35% of the earth's land already is degraded, and since this figure
is increasing and largely irreversible in any timescale of interest to swciety, such degradation is a sig
that we have eceeded the regenerative capacity of the earth's soil source.

Pimentel et al. (1987) found soil erosion to be serious in most of the world's agriculturd
areas, and that this problem is worsening as more marginal land is brought into production. Soil loss
rates, generally rangimg from 10 to 100 t/ha/yr, exceed soil formation rates by at least tenfold.
Agriculture is leading to erosion, salination or waterlogging of possibly 6 million hectares per year:
"a crisis seriously affecting the world food economy".

Exceeding the limits of this particular environmental source function raises food pnces, and
exacerbates income inequality, at a time that one billion people are already malnourished. As one
third of developing country populations now faces fuelwood deficits, crop residues and dung are
diverted from agriculture to fuel Fuelwood overharvesting and this diversion intensify land
degradation, hunger and poverty.

& Fifth Evldewe: Blodiversty

The scale of the human economy has grown so large that there is no longer room for all
species in the ark. The rates of takeover of wildlife habitat and of species extinctions are the fastest
they have ever been in recorded history and are accelerating. The world's richest species habitat,
tropical forest, has already been 55% destroyed, the current rate exceeds 168,000 square kIlometers
per year. As the total number of species extant is not yet known to the nearest order of magnitude
(5 million or 30 million or more), it is impossible to determine precise extinction rates. Howei -r,
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conservative estimates put the rate at more than 5000 species of our inherited genetic hbrary
irrevestbly extinguished each year. This is about 10,000 times as fast as pre-human extinction rates.
Less conservative estimates put the rate at 150,000 species per year (Goodland 1991). Many find
sucb anthropocentrism to be arrogant and immoral. It also increases risks of overshoot. Built-in
redundancy is a part of many biological systems, but we do not know how near thresholds are. Most
extinctions from tropical deforestation (eg: colonization) today increase poverty - tropical moist
forest soils are fragile -- so we do not even have much of a beneficial tradeoff with development here.

9. PopulatIon

Brundtland is sensible on population: enough food is too zxpensive for one-fourth of the
earth's population today. Birthweight is declining in places. Poverty stimulates population growth
Direct poverty alleviation is essential; business as usual on poverty alleviation is immoraL MacNeill
(1989) states it plainly: ".... reducing rates of population growth ...." is an essential condition to achieve
sustainability. This is as important, if not more so, in industrial countries as it is in developing
countries. Industrial countries overconsume per capita, hence overpoliute, so are responsible for by
far the largest share of limits being reached. The richest 20%o of the world consumes over 70% of
the world's commercial energy. Thirteen nations already have achieved zero population growth, so
it is not utopian to expect others to follow.

Developing countries contribute to exceeding limits because they are so populous today (77%
of the world's total), and increasing far faster than their economies can provide for them (90%o of
world population growth). Real incomes are dechlning in some areas. If left unchecked, it may be
half way through the 21st century before the number of births will fall back even to current high
levels. Developing countries' population growth alone would account for a 75% increase in their
commercial energy consumption by 2025, even if per capita consumption remained at cufrent
inadequate levels (OTA 1991). These countries need so much scale growth that this can only be
freed up by the transition to sustainability in industrial countries.

The poor must be given the chance, must be assisted, and wil justifiably demand to reach at
least minimally acceptable living standards by access to the remaining natural resource basew. When
industrial nations switch from input growth to qualitative deve.lopment, more resources and
environmental functions will be available for the South's needed growth. This is a major role of the
World Bank. It is in the interests of developing countries and the world commons not to follow the
fossil fuel model. It IS in the interest of industrial countries to subsidize alternatives, and this is an
increasing role for the World Bank. This view is repeated by Dr. Qu Wenhu of Academica Sinica
who says: ".... if 'needs' includes one automobile for each of a billion Chinese, then sustainable
development is impossible .... " Developing populations account for only 17% of total commercial
energy now, but unchecked this will almost double by 2020 (OTA 1991).

Merely meeting unmet demand for family planning would help enormously. Educating girls
and providing them with credit for productive purposes and employment opportunities are probably
the next most effective measures. A full 25% of US births, and a much larger number of developing
country births, are to unmarried mothers, hence providing less child care. Most of these bths are
unwanted, which also tends to result in less care. Certainly, international development agencies
should assist high population growth countries reduce to world averages as an urgent first step,
instead of trying only to increase infrastructure without population measures.
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10. Growth versus Delopment

To the extent the economic subsystem has indeed become large relative to the global
ecosystem on which it depends, and the regenerative and assimilative capacities of its sources and
sink are being exceeded, then the growth called for by Brundtland will dangerously exacerbate
surpasing the limits outlined above. Opinions differ. MacNeil (1989) claimns Wa minimum of 3%
annual per capita income growth is needed to reach sustainability during the first part of the next
century', and this would need higher growth in national income, given population trends. Hueting
(1990) dagrees, concluding that for sustainability ",,,, what we need let is an increase in national
income". Sustainability will be achieved only to the extent quantitative throughput growth stabilizes
and i3 replaced by qualitative development, holding inputs constant. Revrting to the scale of the
economy - population times per capita resource use - per capita resource use must decline, as well
as population.

Brundtland is excellent on three of the four necessary conditions. Firt, producing more with
less (eg: conservation, efficiency, technological improvements and recycling). Japan excels in this
regard, producing 81% more real output than it did in 1973 using the same amount of energy.
Second, reducing the population explosion. Third, redistribution from overconsumers to the poor.
Brundtland was probably being politically astute in leaving fuzzy the the fourth necessary condition
to make all four sufficient to reach sustainability. This is the transiton from input growth and
growth in the scale of the economy over to qualitative development, holding the scale of the economy
consistent with the regenerative and assimilative capacities of global life support systems. In several
piac the Brundtland Report hints at this. In qualitative, sustainable development production
replaces depreciated assets, and births replace deaths, so that stocks of wealth and people are
continually renewed and even improved (Daly 1990). A developing economy is getting better:
wellbeing of the (stable) population improves. An economy growing in throughput is getting bigger,
e wxc limits, damaging the self-reparing capacity of the planet.

To the extent our leaders recognize the fact that the globe has reached limits and decide to
reduce further expansion in the scale of the economy, we must prevent hardship in this tremendous
transition for poor countries. Brundtland commendably advocates growth for poor countries. But
only raising the bottom without lowering the top will not permit sustainability (Haavelmo, 1990).

The poor need an irreducible minimum of basics - food, clothing and shelter. These basics
require throughput growth for poor countries, with compensating reductions in such growth in rich
countries. Apart from colonial resource drawdowns, industrial country growth historically has
increased markets for developing countries' raw materials, hence presumably benefiting poor
countries, but it is industrial country growth that has to contract to free up ecological room for the
minimum growth needed in poor country economies. Tmbergen and Hueting (1991) put it plainest:
". no further production growth in rich countries ..." All approaches to sustainability must
internalize this constraint if the crucial goals of poverty alleviation and halting damage to global life
support systems ate to be approached.

11. ConclusIon

When economies change from agrarian through industrial to more service oriented, then
smokestack throughput growth may improve to growth less damaging of sources and sinks: coal and
steel to fiber optics and electronics for example. We must speed to production which is less
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thoughput-intensive. We must accelerate technical improvements in resource productivity,
Brudtl ad's "producing more with le". Presumably this is what the Bndtland commission and
subsequent folow up authors (eg. MacNefil 1989) label "growth, but of a different kund." Vigomous
promotion of this trend will indeed help the transition to sustainability, and is probably essential.
It is also largely true that conservation and efficiency improvements and recycling are profitable, and
will become much more so the instant environmental externalities (eg: carbon dioxide emissions) are
internalized.

But it will be insufficient for four reasons. First, all growtb consumes resources and produces
wastes, even Brundtland's unspecified new type of growth. To the extent we have eched limits to
the ecosystem's regenerative and assimilative capacities, throughput growth exceeding such limits will
not herdad sustainability. Second, the size of the service sector relative to the production of goods
has lmits. Tid, even many servces are farly throughput-intenive, such as tourim, universities and
hospitals. Fourth, and highly significant, is that less throughput-intensive growth is "hi-tech", hence
the one place where there has to be more growth - tiny, impoverished, developing-countty
economies - are less likely to be able to afford Brundtland's "new" growth.

Pam of the answer wil be massive technology transfer from industrial countries to developing
countries to offer them whatever throughput-neutral or throughput-minimal technologies are
available. This transfer is presaged by the US$1.5 bn "Global Enviromnment Facility" of UNEP,
UNDP and the World Bank which wfll start in 1991 to finance improvements not yet fully "economic,"
but which benefit the global commons.

his chapter is not primarily about how to approach sustainability: that is well documented
elsewhere (Adams 1990, Agarwal and Narain 1990, Chambers et aL 1990,Conroy and Litvinoff 1988,
Goldsmith, Hildyard and Bunyard 1990). Nor is it about the economic and political difficulties of
reaching sustainability, such as the pricing of the infnite (eg: ozone shield), endlessly debatable (eg:
biodiversity), or pricing for posterity what we cannot price today. Ihat is admirably argued by Daly
and Cobb (1989), Daly (1989,1990, 1991), El Serafy (1991), and by Costanza (1991). It is about the
need to recognize the imminence of himts to throughput gowth, while alleviating poverty in the
world. Manv local thresholds have been broached because of population pressures and poverty;
global tursholdb atu being buroached by ind i&..a wuuu;c' uvviKusumpiiou.

To conclude on an optimistic note: OECD found in 1984 that environmental expenditures
are good for the economy and good for employment. The 1988 Worldwatch study (Brown, 1988)
speculated that most sustainability could be achieved by the year 2000 with additional annual
exnditures increasing gradually to $150 bn in 2000. Most measures needed to approach
sustainability are beneficial also for other reasons (eg: fuel efficiency). The world's nations have
annually funded UNEP with about $30 million, although they propose now "to consider" increasing
this sum to $100 million. Money is available; it is not financial capital shortage that limits the
economy anymore. It is shortages of both natural capital, as well as of political will in the
industrialized world. Yet we fail to follow economic logic and invest in the limiting factor.

Many nations spend less on environment, health, education and welfare than they do on arms,
which now annually total $1 trillion. Global security is increasingly prejudiced by source and sink
constraints as recent natural resourco wars have shown, such as the 1974 "Cod" war between UK and
Iceland, the 1969 "Football" war between overpopulated El Salvador and under-populated Honduras,
and the 1991 Gulf war. As soon as damage to global life-support systems is perceived as far riskier
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than mitay threats, more prudent reallocation wDll promptly follow.
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Ciapter 2:FROM EMFIY-WORLD ECONOMICS TO FULL WORLD ECONOMICS:
RECOGNIZING AN HISTORICAL TURNING POINT IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Herman . Daly'

1. Inr

The thesis here argued is that the evolution of the human ecohomy has pased from an era
in which manmade capital was the limiting factor in economic development to an era in which
remaining natural capital has become the limiting factor. Economic logic tells us that we should
maximize the productivity of the scarcest (limiting) factor, as well as try to increase its supply. Tbis
means that economic policy should be designed to inrease the productivity of natural capital and its
total amount, rather than to increase the productivity of manmade capital and its accumulation, as
was appropriate in the past when it was the limiting factor. The remainder of this paper aims to give
some reasons for believing this 'new era thesis, and to consider some of the far-reaching policy
changes that it would entail, both for development in general and for the multilateral development
bank in particular.

2 Raon the Twring Point Has Not Ben Notled

Why has this transformation from a world relatively empty of human beings and manmade
capital to a world relatively full of these not been noticed by economists? If such a fundamental
change in the pattern of scarcity is real, as I think it is, then how could it be overlooked by
economists whose job is to py attention to the pattern of scarcity? Some economists, eg. Boulding
2 an 3corg -Roegen,3 have indeed sigpalled the change, but their vices have been largely
unheedeA

One reason is the deceptive acceleraton of exponentia gowth. With a constant rate of
growth the world will go from half full to totaly full in one doubling period-the same amount of time
that it took to go from 1% full to 2% full Of course the doubling time itself has shortened,
compounding the deceptive acceleration. If we take the percent appropriation by human beings of
the net product of land-baed photosynthesis as an index of how fidl the world is of humans and their
funiture, then we can say that it is 40% full because we use, directly and indirecty, about 40% of
the net primary product of land-based photosynthesis (Vitousek, et aLQ) Tading 35 years as the
doubling time of the human scale (ie., population times per capita resource use) and calculating
backwards, we go from the present 40A to only 10% full in just two doubling times or 70 years,
which is about an average lifetime. Also "full" here is taken as 100% human appropriation of the net
product of photosynthesis which on the face of it would seem to be ecologcay quite unlikely and
socially undesirable (only the most recalcitrant species would remain wild-all others would be
managed for human benefit). In other words, effective fuHllness occurs at kss than 100% human
preemption of net photosynthetic product, and there is much evidence that long run human carying
capacity is reached at less than the existing 40% (See Goodland, this volume). The world has rapidly
gone from relatively empty (10% full) to relatively full (40% full). Although 40% b less than half it
makes sense to think it as indicating relative fullness because it is only one doubling time away from
80o , a figure whl-h represents excessive fullness. This change has been faster than the speed with
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which fundamental economic paradigms shift. According to physicist Max Planck a new scientific
paradigm triumphs not by convincing the majority of its opponents, but because its opponents
eventually die. There has not yet been time for the empty-world economists to die, and meanwhile
they have been cloning themselves faster than they are dying by maintaining tight control over their
guild. The disciplinary structure of knowledge in modem economics is far tighter than that of the
turn-of-the-century physics that was Planck's model. Full-world economics is not yet accepted as
academically legitimate; indeed it is nolt even recognp;ed as a challenge.5

Another reason for failing to note the watershed change in the pattern of scarcity is that in
order to speak of a lmiting factor, the factors must be thought of as complementary. If factors are
good substitutes then a shortage of one does not significantly limit the productivity of the other. A
standard assumption of neoclassical economics has been that factors of production are highly
substitutable. Although other models of production have considered factors as not at all substitutable
(e.g., the total complementarity of the Leontief model), the substitutability assumption has dominated.
Consequently the very idea of a limiting factor was pushed into the background. If factors are
substitutes rather than complements then there can be no limiting factor and hence no new era based
on a change of the limiting role from one factor to another. It is therefore important to be very clear
on the issue of complementarity versus substitutability.

The productivity of manmade capital is more and more limited by the decreasing supply of
complementary natural capital Of course in the past when the scale of the human presence in the
biosphere was low manmade capital played the limiting role. The switch from manmade to natural
capital as the limiting factor is thus a function of the increasing scale and impact of the human
presence. Natural capital is the stock that yields the flow of natural resources--the forest that yields
the flow of cut timber; the petroleum deposits that yield the flow of pumped crude oil, the fish
populations in the sea that yield the How caught fish. The complementary nature of natural and
manmade capital is made obvious by asking what good is a saw mill without a forest? ; a refinery
without petroleum deposits?; a fishing boat without populations of fish? Beyond some point in the
accumulation of manmade capital it is clear that the limiting factor on production will be remaining
natural capitaL For example, the limiting factor determining the fish catcb is the reproductive capacity
of fish populations, not the number of fishing boats; for gasoline the limiting factor is petroleum
&dpods, not rcfln.y capact; - d for nr=i Wp= of tood it is remaining forests, not saw mill
capacity. Costa Rica and Peninsular Malaysia, for example, now must import logs to keep their saw
mills employed. One country can accumulate manmade capital and deplete natural capital to a
greater extent only if another country does it to a lesser extent-e, Costa Rica must import logs from
somewhere. The demands of complementarity between manmade and natural capital can be evaded
within a nation only if they are respected between nations.

Of course multiplying specific examples of complementarity between natural and manmade
capital wil never suffice to prove the general case. But the examples gien above at least serve to
add concreteness to the more general arguments for the complementarity hypothesis given in the next
section.

Because of the complementary relation between manmade and natural capital the very
accumulation of manmade capital puts pressure on natural capital stocks to supply an increasing flow
of natural resources. When that flow reaches a size that can no longer be maintained there is a big
temptation to supply the annual flow unsustainably by liquidation of natural capital stocks, thus
postponing the collapse in the value of the complementary manmade capital Indeed in the era of
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empty-world economics natural resources and natural capital were considered free goods (except for
extraction or harvest costs). Consequently the value of manmade capital was under no threat from
scarcity of a complementary factor. In the era of full-world economics this threat is real and is met
by Uquidating stocks of natural capital to temporarily keep up the flows of natural resources that
support the value of manmade capital. Hence the problem of sustainability.

3. More o Complemoentat Versus Substitutability

The main issue is the relation between naturaI capital which yields a flow of natural resources
and services that enter the process of production, &ad the manmade capital that serves as an agent
in the proctss for transforming the resource inflow into a product outflow. Is the flow of natural
resources (and the stock of natural capital that yields that flow) substitutable by manmade capital?
Clearly one resource can substitute for another--we can tranform aluminum instead of copper into
electric wire. We can also substitute labor for capital, or capital for labor, to a significant degree
even though the characteristic of complementarity is also important. For example, we can have fewer
carpenters and inore power saws, or fewer power saws and more carpenters and still build the same
house. But more pilots cannot substitute for fewer airplanes, once the airplanes are fully employed.
In other words one resource can substitute for another, albeit imperfectly, because both play the same
qualitative role in production--both are raw materials undergoing transformation into a product.
Likewise capital and labor are substitutable to a significant degree because both play the role of agent
of transformation of resource inputs into product outputs. However, when we come to substitution
across the roles of transforming agent and materia undergoing transformation (efficient cause and
material cause), the possibilities of substitution become very limited and the characteristic of
complementarity is dominant. For example, we cannot make the same house with half the lumber
no matter how many extra power saws or carpenters we try to substitute. Of course we mnight
substitute brick for lumber, but then we face the analogous limitation--we cannot substitute masons
and trowels for brcks.

4. The Complementaity of Natural and Manmade Capital

The upshot of these considerations is that natural capital (natural resources) and manmade
*pitsd are complements rather than substitutes. The neoclassical assumption of near perfect

substitutability between natural resources and manmade capital is a serous distortion of reality, the
excuse of "analytical convenience" notwithstanding. To see how serious just imagine that in fact
manmade capital were indeed a perfect substitute for natural resources. Then it would also be the
case that natural resources would be a perfect substitute for manmade capitaL Yet if that were so
then we would have had no reason whatsoever to accumulate manmade capital since we were already
endowed by nature with a perfect substitutel Historically ot course we did accumulate manmade
capital long before natural capital was depleted, precisely because we needed manmade capital to
make effective use of the natural capital (complementarityl). It is quite amazing that the
substutability dogma should be held with such tenacity in the face of such an easy
reduaio ad absurdum. Add to that the fact that capital itself requires natural resources for its
production-ie., the substitute itself requires the very input being substituted for- and it is quite clear
that manmade capital and natural resources are fundamentally complements, not substitutes.
Substitutability of capital for resources is limited to reducing waste of materials in process, e.g.,
collecting sawdust and using a press (capital) to make particle board. And no amount of substitution
of capital for resources can ever reduce the mass of material resource inputs below the mass of the
outputs, given the law of conservation of matter-energy.
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Substitutability of capital for resources In aggregate production functions reflects largely a
change In the total product mix from resource-intensive to different capital-intensive products. It is
an artifact of product aggation, not factor subsdtudon (ie., along a given product isoquant). It
is important to emphasize that t , 4 thi Itter meRning nf substitution that Is under attack here-i.e.,
producing a given physical product with less natural resources and more capital. No one denies that
it is possible to produce a different product or a different product mix with less resources Indeed
new products may be designed to provide the same or better service while using less resources, and
sometimes less labor and less capital as well. This is technical improvement, not subsdtution of
capital for resources. Light bubs that give more lumens per watt represent technical progre,
qualitative improvement in the state of the arts, not the substitution of a quantity of capital for a
quantity of natural resource in the production of a given quantity of a product

It may be that economists are speaking loosely and metaphoriclly when they claim that
capital is a near perfect substitute for natural resources. Perhaps they are counting as "capital all
improvements in knowledge, technology, managerial skill, etc.-in short anything that would increase
the efficiency with which resources are used. If this is the usage then 'capital' and resources would
by definition be substitutes in the same sense that more efficient use of a resource is a substitute for
using more of the resource. But to define capital as efficiency would make a mockety of the
neoclassical theory of production, where efficiency is a ratio of output to input, and capital is a
quantity of input.

The productivity of manmade capital is more and more limited by the decreasing supply of
complementary natural capital. Of course in the past when the scale of the human presence in the
biosphere was low, manmade capital played the limiting role. The smtch from manmade to natural
capital as the limiting factor is thus a function of the increasing scale of the human presence.

5. More on Natural Capital

Thinking of the natural environment as "natural capital" is in some ways unsatisfactoty, but
useful within limits. We may define capital broadly as a stock of something that yields a flow of
usful goods or servcn Traditionally capital was defined as produced means of production, which
we are here calling manmade capital in distinction to natural capital which, though not made by man,
is nevertheless functionalUy a stock that yields a flow of useful goods and services. We can distinguish
renewable from nonrenewable, and marketed from nonmarketed natural capital, gimvng four cross
categories. Pricing natural capital, especially nonmarketable natural capital, is so far an intrctable
problem, but one that need not be faced here. All that need be recognized for the argument at hand
> that na^turtal ial consists of physical stocks that ar mpemta tn manmade capital. We
have learned to use the concept of human capital which departs even more fundamentally from the
standard definition of capital. Human capital cannot be bought and sold, although it can be rented.
Although it can be accumulated it cannot be inherited without effort by bequest as can ordinary
manmade capital, but must be re-learned anew by each generation. Natutal capital, however, is more
like traditional manmade capital in that it can be bequeathed. Overall the concept of natural capital
is less a departure from the traditional def1nition of capital is the commonly used notion of human
capitaL

There is a troublesome subcategory of marketed natural capital that is intermediate between
natural and manmade, which we might refer to as "cultivated natural capital", consisting of such things
as plantation forests, herds of livestock, agricultural crops, fish bred in ponds, etc. Cultivated natural
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capital supplies the raw material Input complementary to mamade capital, but does not provide the
wide ange of natural ecological services characteristic of natural capital proper (e.g, eucalptus
plantations supply timber to the saw mill, and may even retduce erosion, but do not provide a wildlffe
habitat nr preserve bodiverity). Investment in the cultivated natural capital of a plantation forests,
howevr, is useful not only for the lumber, but as a way of easing the pressure of lumber interests
on the remaining true natural capital of real forests.

Marketed natural capital can, subject to the important social corrections for common p
and myopic discountig. be left to the markcL Nonmarketed natural capital, both renewable and
nonrenewable, wil be the most troublesome category. Remaining natural forests should in many
cases be treated as nonmarketed natural capital, and only replanted areas treated as marketed natural
capital. In neoclassical terms the extemal benefits of rmaining natural forests might be considered
"infinte" thus removing them from market competition with other (inferior) uses. Most neoclassical
economists, however, have a strong aversion to any imputation of an "infinite or prohibitive price
to anything.

In this neW full-world era investment must shift from manmade capital accumulation towards
natural capital preservation and restoration. Also technology should be aimed at increasing the
producivity of natural capital more than manmade capital If these two things do not happen then
we wil be behaving i - in the most orthodox sense of the word. That is, the emphasis
should shift from technologies that increse the productivity of labor and nmade capital to those
that increase the productivity of natural capitaL This would occur by market forces if the price of
natural capital were to rise as it became more scarce. What keeps the prie from rnsg? In most
cases natural capital is unowned and consequently nonmarketed. Therefore it has no explicit price
and is exploited as if its price were zero. Even where pnces exist on natural capital the market tends
to be myopic and excssively dicounts the costs of future scarcity, especia when under the
influence of economists who teach that accumulating capital is a near perfect substitute for depleting
natur resmarcesl

Natural capital productivity is increased by: (1) increasing the flow (net growth) of natural
resources per unit of natural stock (limited by biological growth rates); (2) increasing product output
per unit of resource input (limited by mass balance); and especially by (3) increasing the end-use
efficiency with which the resulting product yields services to the final user (lmited by technology).
We have already argued that complementarity severely Umits what we should expect from (2), and
complex ecological interrelations and the law of conservation of matter-energy will limit the increase
from (1). Therefore the focus should be mainly on (3).

The above factors lmit productivity from the supply side. From the demand side tastes may
provide a limit to the economic productivity of natural capital that is more stringent than the limit
of biological productiviy. For example, game ranching and fruit and nut gathering in a natural
tropical forest may, in terms of biomass be more productive than cattle ranching. But undeveloped
tastes for game meat and tropical fruit may make this use less profitable than the biologically less
productive use of cattle ranching. In this case a change in tastes can increase the biological
productivity with which the land is used.

Since manmade capital is owned by the capitalist we can expect that it will be maintained
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with an Intet to increasing its productity. Labor power, which X a stock that yields the usefl
secros of labor can be tmated i the smeway as manmade capitaL Labor power is mamade and
owned by the laboer who has an interest in maintaining it and enhancing its productivity. But
nonmarketed natul capital (the water cycle, the ozone layer, the atmosphere, etc.) are not subject
to ownevhp, and no selfinterested social class can be relied upon to protect it from overexploltation.

If the thesis argued above wer accepted by development economists and the multilateral
dovelopment banks, what polic implications would follow? The role of the multilateral development
bks in the new era would be wcreaingly to make investments that replenish the stock and that
increase the productivity of natural capitaL In the past development investments have largely aimed
at icasing the stock and productivity of manmade capitaL Instead of investing mainly in saw mills,
fishing boats and refineries, development ban should now invest more in reforestation, restocking
of fish populations, and renewable substitutes for dwindling reseres of petrolum Tne latter should
include investment in energ efficiency, since it is impossible to restock petroleum depositL Since
natural capacity to absorb wastes b also a vital resource investments that preserve that capacity (eg,
pollution reduction) also incease in priority. For marketed natural capital this will not represent a
reoluoar change. For nonmarketed natural capital it will be more difficult, but even here
economic development agencies have ecperience in inmesting in complementary public goods such as
educatbio, legal systems, public infratructure, and population controL Ivtments in Hiting the
rate of growth of the human population are of greatest importance in managing a world that bas
become relatively fulL Uike manmade capital, manmade labor power is also complementary with
natural resours and its growth can increase demand for natural resources beyond the capacity of
natural capital to sustinabty supply.

Perhaps the clearest policy implication of the full-world thesis is that the level of per capita
resource use of the rich countries cannot be generaized to the poor, gvn the current world
population. Present total resource use levels are already unsustainabl, and multiplying them by a
factor of S to 10 as evisaged in the Brundtland report, albeit with considerable qualication, is
ecologically impossible. As a policy of growtb becomes less possible the importance of redistribution
and population control as measum to combat poverty increase correspondingly. In a ful world both
human numbers and per capita resource use must be constrained. Poor countries cannot cut per
capita resource use, indeed ticy must incwaa ii to ma.h a buTfie4eay, so their focus must be mainly
on population controL Rich countries can cut both, and for those that have already reached
demographic equilbrium the fccus would be more on limiting per capita consumption to make
resoure available for transfer tcG help bring the poor up to sufficiency. Investments in the areas of
population control and redistribution therefore increase in priority for development agencies.

Investing in natural capital (nonmarketed) is essentially an infrastructure imvestment on a
grand scale and in the most fundamental sense of infrastructure-Le., the biophysical infrastructure
of the entire human niche, not just the within-niche public investments that support the productivity
of the private investments. Rather we are now talking about investments in biophysical infrastructure
("9nfra-infastructure") to maintain the producthity of all preious economic imvestments in manmade
capital, be they public or private, by invesig in rebuilding the remaining natural capital stocks which
have come to be limitative. Indeed, in the new era the World Bank's official name, The International
Bank for Reconstrucdon and Development, should emphasize the word reconstruction and redefine
it to refer to reconstruction of natural capital devastated by rapacious "development", as opposed to
the historical meaning of reconstruction of manmade capital in Europe devastated by WWIL Since
our ability actually to re-ate natural capital is very limited, such investments wil have to be
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indiret.ie, conserve the remaining natural capital and encourage its natural growth by reducing our
level of cunrent exploitation. This includes investing in projects that relieve the pressure on these
natural capital stocks by expanding cultivated natural capital (plantation forests to relieve pressure
on natural forests), and by increasing end-use efficiency of products.

The difficulty with infrastructure investments is that their productivity shows up in the
enhanced return to other investments, and is therefore difficult both to calculate and to collect for
loan repayment. Also in the present context these ecological infrastructure investments are defensive
and restorative in nature-that is they will protect existing rates of return from falling more rapidly
than otherwise, rather than raising their rate of return to a higher level. This circumstance will
dampen the political enthusiasm for such investments, but will not alter the economic logic favoring
them. Past high rates of return to manmade capital were possible only with unsustainable rates of
use of natural resources and consequent (uncounted) liquidation of natural capital We are now
learning to deduct natural capital liquidation from our measure of national income (See Ahmad, El
Serafy, and Lutz ). The new era of sustainable development will not permit natural capital
liquidation to count as an income, and wifm requiem that we become to lcoer

ts of retn on a ecapital-rates, on the ord of of the biolc grwth rates
of natwal capital, since that wi be the limitating fctor. Once investments in natural capital have
resulted in equilibrium stocks that are maintained but not expanded, (yielding a constant total
resource flow) then all further increase in economic welfare would have to come from increases in
pure efficiency resulting from improvements in technology and clarification of priorities. Certainly
investments are being made in increasing biological growth rates, and the advent of genetic
engineering will add greatly to this thrust. However, experience to date (e.g., the green revolution)
indicates that higher biological yield rates usuafly require the sacrifice of some other useful quality
(disease resistance, flavor, strength of stalk). In any case the law of conservation of matter-energy
cannot be evaded by genetics: i.e., more food from a plant or animal implies either more inputs or
less matter-energy going to the non-food structures and functions of the organism. To avoid
ecological backlashes wfll require leadership and clarity of purpose on the part of the development
agencies. To carry the arguments for infrastructure investments into the area of
biophysical/environmental infrastructure or natural capital replenishment will require new thinking
by development economists. Since much natural capital is not only public but globally public in
nature, the United Nations seems indicated to tike a leadersh p rl.

Consider some specific cases of biospheric infrastructure investments and the difficulties they
present. (1) A largely deforested country will need reforestation to keep the complementary
manmade capital of saw mills (carpentry, cabinetry skills, etc.) from losing their value. Of course the
deforested country could for a time resort to importing logs. To protect the manmade capital of
dams from the silting up the lakes behind them, the water catchment areas feeding the lakes must
be reforested or original forests protected to prevent erosion and siltation. Agricultural investments
depending on irrigation can become worthless without forested water catchment areas that recharge
aquifers. (2) At a global level enormous stocks of manmade capital and natural capital are threatened
by depletion of the ozone layer, although the exact consequences are too uncertain to be predicted.
The greenhouse effect is a threat to the value of all coastally located and climatically dependant
capital, be it manmade (port citi es, wharves, beach resorts) or natural (estuarine breeding grounds
for fish and shrimp). And if the natural capital of fish populations diminishes due to loss of breeding
grounds, then the value of the manmade capital of fishing boats and canneries will also be diminished
in value, as will the labor power (specialized human capital) devoted to fishing, canning, etc. We
have begun to adjust national accounts for the liquidation of natural capital, but have not yet
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recognized that the value of complementary manmade capital must also be written down as the
natural capital that it was designed to exploit disappears. Eventually the market will automatically
lower the valuation of fishing boats as fish disappear, so perhaps no accounting adjustments are called
for. But ex ante policy adjustments aimed at avoiding the ex post writing down of complementary
manmade capital, whether by market or accountant, is certainly called for.

7. Initial Policy Respone to the Historic Tuning Point

Although there is as yet no indication of the degree to which development economists would
agree with the fundamental thesis here argued, three U.N. agencies (World Bank, UNEP, and
UNDP) have nevertheless embarked on a project, however exploratory and modest, of biospheric
infrastructure investment known as the Global Environmental Facility. The Facility would provide
concessional funding for programs investing in the preservation or enhancement of four classes of
biospheric infrastructure or nonmarketed natural capital. These are: protection of the ozone layer;
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions; protection of international water resources; and protection
of biodiversity. If the thesis argued here is correct, then investments of this type should eventually
become very inportant in the lending portfolios of development banks. Likewise the thesis would
provide theoretical justification and guidance for present efforts to found the Global Environmental
Facility and its likely extensions. It would seem that the "new era" thesis merits serious discussion,
both inside and outside the multilateral development banks, especially since it appears that our
practical policy response to the reality of the new era has already outrun our theoretical
understanding of it.
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6. The usual Hicks-Allen definition of complementarity and substitutibility is: "if a rise in the j th
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factor for each fixed [level of output), i is a substitute (resp. complement) for j .n {From Akira
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complementarity out of existence in the two-factor case. In the Leontief model of L-shaped isoquants
(Roed coefficients) the above definition simply breaks down because the reduction in use of one
factor inevitably causes a reduction in output, which the defnition requires must remain constant.
For the argument of this paper one need appeal only to "complementarity" in the sense of a limiting
factor. A factor becomes limiting when an increase in the other factor(s) will not increase output,
but an inees in the factor in question (the limiting factor) will increase output. For a limiting
factor all that i8 needed is that the isoquant become parallel to one of the axoes. And for the practical
argument of this paper "nearly paraller would also be quite sufficient.
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Chapter 3: ON THE STRATEGY OF TRYING TO REDUCE ECONOMIC INEQUALITY
BY EXPANDING THE SCALE OF HUMAN ACTIVITY

Trygve Haavelmo and Stein Hansen

1. The BgD&==

Sustainable development as advocated in the Brundtland Commission (WCED)2 Report
requires a rate of global economic growth and a distribution of assets and income that would allow
developing countries to achieve a significant per capita increase in disposable income as a basis for
achieving alleviation of poverty. Imariably, policy statements to this effect mean a stategy whereby
the standards of the poor shall be lifted towards the level of the well-to-do and to the forms of
consumption and investments seen in the industrialized countries today.

Such policy statements appear to be founded on a belief that there are and will be in the
future of concern to society, no serious limits to material growth. The various factors of production,
e.g. natural resources, man-made capital, and labor, are assumed to be substitutable so that a shortage
of one does not significantly limit the productivity of another.

At the same time the WCED expresses serious concern about the global consequences of
human activity in the way of pollution, exhaustion of resources, and generally the danger of
deteriorating the environment for future generations to live in. Such concerns appear to reflect the
belief that there are - and will increasingly be - serious limits to growth, ie. some of the key factors
of production are complementary rather than substitutable.

More specifically, as Herman Daly has put it2, the concern expresses a suspJon that an ever
increasing flow of input of natural resources in the production processes to sustain the required
growth, inevitably results in liquidating of the natural capital stock that supplies this flow. Man-made
capital is made from inputs of labor and natural capital, and serves as an agent along with labor in
the process of transforming the resource flow into an utility-yielding output flow. If this very resource
Slow is ieduced or disappears, the productivity of the transformation agents, ie. man-made capital and
labor, is reduced. For example, what is the value of a sawmill without a forest to supply logs, or
fishing boats without a fish population to catch? Thus complementarity rather than substitutability
between the flow of natural resources on the one hand, and man-made capital on the other, must be
recognized as a clear possibility, and considered for inclusion as a fundamental assumption for
economic planning. This implies that the very accumulation of man-made capital puts increasing
pressure on natural capital stocks to supply an increasing flow of natural resources to sustain the
productivity of man-made capitaL

The case of natural resource cultivation such as farming illustrates this. Agriculturalists
established long ago that the basic principle of farming is to change the local natural system into one
which produces more of the goods desired by man. This man-made system is an artificial construction
that requires continuous economic inputs obtained from the natural environment to maintain its
output leveL Much of the farming input is thus nothing but an effort to prevent the establsed
artificial state of the land from declining towards an unproductive (from a human perspective)
low-level state; most likely lower than the natural state prior to farming of the land3.
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Fundamentally, rearrangement of matter is the central physical fact about the economic
process. Matter cannot be destroyed in the economic system, it can merely be converted or dissipated.
These transformation processes generate wastes some of which can be economically recycled, whereas
others cannot. To the extent that nature's capacity to assimilate such wastes is or becomes
inadequate, wastes will accumulate. Energy is degraded in these transformations. This means that
little by little the capacity to rearrange matter is irrevocably used up. Energy flows also drive the basic
physical, chemical, and biological life-support systems, e.g. air, water, and soils. It is eventually the
capacity of these systems that wfll limit the scale of human activity, i.e. long term global economic
growth4.

Sustainable development implies a perspective of several generations or centuries. Clearly,
a development where population and per capita use of the planet's finite resources both grow
significantly, cannot go on indefinitely. Even if population and the ievel of economic activity were
kept stationary, accumulation of pollutants would grow very rapidly because of the growth of entropy
beyond nature's capacity of self repair. Entropy is a concept borrowed, somewhat freely, from
physics. The concept as used here can be defined as an index measuring the total accumulated pile
of uselss or harmful wastes produced by human activities over a relevant span of recent economic
history. .

The politically widely acclaimed WCED-definition of Sustainable Development invariably
implies lifting the bottom rather than lowering the top. Successful achievement of global equity goals
via growth and economic efficiency as conventionally measured in the national incoma accounts, will
contradict the environmental dimensions of sustainable development'. Even the most turdy ship will
eventually sink if the load is too big. There is little comfort in the fact that the load was optimally
allocated and fairly distnbuted at the time of sinking!7

To make political difficulties worse, even with wide acceptance that lowering the top is
required, continued accumulative strain on the natural resource base would be the likely outcome,
albeit at a reduced rate. The development process has a tremendous momentum. It can be likened
to a journey: You start out from Manila and your destination is Bali Instead you head north towards
Tokyo. You realize that the direction of travel will not bring you to Bali. Therefore, you reduce the
travelling speed, ie. you slow down, but you do not change the direction of the traveL While this will
postpone your time of arrival in Tokyo, it will not bring you any closer to Bali8!

2. The Technologial Optimistic View

iistory is full of technological pessimists. The economists of the 19ith iniury saw thr; natural
resource base as a limiting factor that would eventually drive the productivity of the transformative
agents - labor and capital - down to a level corresponding to a subsistence standard of living9. Some
of them predicted the industrial revolution would end as coal mines were exhausted. Most doomsayers
did not foresee the ability of society, through human capital formation and organization of societies,
to improve man-made capital so as to facilitate an unprecedented rate of natural resource extraction
to meet rapidly increasing and diversifying consumer demands, thus yielding very attractive returns
on man-made capital and labor in many societies.

Many people today look upon those who warn against pollution and exhaustion of resources
as technological pessimists. On the other hand, technological optimism is based on a faith in scientific
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development and technological progress.

Tboughts from the field of decisions under uncertainty also enter the picture. There is the
question of who has the burden of proof; the optimist or the pessimist? Here we find two extme
views. One is since we do not know for certain that the future will be difficult, why worry? The
other view is that we should be concerned about the future because we cannot be sure that the
future will not be difficult. Both views risk making wrong predictions. Even if we could estimate the
chances of right or wrong predictions, there is the question of which mistake is the more serious?
Here there is a strong degree of asymmetry. The irreversible effects of an 'optimists recldess policy
is likely to be vastly more difficult to cope with than the outcome of a more cautious "pessimists
policy.

Technological development - which is qualitative progress and thus fundamentally different
from quantitative substitution of man-made capital for natural resources1 - could take place along
two lines relevant to the issues at stake here. The one line is improvement in the ability to utilize
available resources at any tme to produce more and more goods. The other line reduces the
negative effects of growing entropy. Possibly technological ability in the methods of producing
wanted goods and services could develop faster than the negative effects of growing entropy. Even
if the negative effects of entropy kept increasing, conceivably people in the future would prefer twice
as many goods as we have today, even if they had to wear gas masks. It is eve possible that human
tastes and preferences would gradually develop in this direcdon. But there is a fundamental flaw in
this "optimistice line of reasoning.

If the development of the production of goods and services has reached a certain level at
which entropy grows in spite of cleaning efforts, the further development of the ability to produce
goods and services has to g on increasing. If the ability to produce goods and services should level
off at a higher level, it is just a question of time for the negative effects of entropy to catch up with
development. In other words, one would have to produce goods and services at a steadily increasing
rate in order to stave off the growing effects of entropy that would creep up as time goes one2. Even
worse; lowering entropy of the economic subsystem requires increasing the entropy of the rest of the
system (environment). Since 'rest of the system" includes the sun, the inevitable entropy increase can
be charged to the solar account, but only for a solar based economy, not a fossil fuel based economy'.

If we could be sure that this eternal chase is according to the informed preferences of society,
there is of course not much to be added. The sacred status of consumer sovereignty is the key in this
connection. But to what extent do people know what they are doing in the long run? Or, more
PrWL ,tJf ,t what extent it possible at all F p A 4 iidivid lf t. o the hf their
future path of development"4?

3. Mh Princple of the Free Market Will Not Provide the Anwer

As is well known, the free market mechanism with equilibrium prices has certain optimal
properties. But there are many assumptions that have to be fulfilled in order to ensure these
properties. A fundamental assumption is that there be no collective (or external) side-effects of
production or consumption, in addition to what individuals consider as the immediate product of
interest to them. If collecve side eff (externas) are subatial and important, the ical
docti of the blesi of free trade simply becomes irrelevant as a guideline for economic polcy.
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Thi Is a conclusion that any serious student of economics can verify by means of standard economic
textbook theory.

Thee are thre kinds of side-effects of a collective nature that are important in the present
context:

a) lbe production of immediate pollution in the process of production, or production pollution.
b) The indirect effets of the pollution produced by consumers as a by-product of their enjoyingk

goods and services they buy, or consumption pollution.
c) Tle negative effects of entropy and its impact on environmental deterioration, or environmental

pollution.

Every day we hear complaints from producers that their business would not be profitable were
they to pay for the pollution and environmental deterioration that they cause. We observe a rapidly
gowing market for shipping toxic, carcinogenic and other waste materials from production and
consumption in industrialized countries to developing countries for dumping or recycling. Tbere the
laws and regulations on handling, recyling, dumping, and storage, are often more lenient than those
in indutralied economics, where the negative hazards and crwding effects of the accumulating
undesirable waste are becoming too costly for comfort.

Consumers are led to overestimate the value of the goods and services they buy because they
take the "surroundings or natural envionment as something given free in any case. Tis was already
well known from the writings of Pigoul. In addition to all this comes the human weakness of
preerring present goods to future goods, as was pointed out long ago by Boehm-Bawerk.

These things illustrate the difficulty of relying on individual action to make a wise choice from
the point of view of the distant futur It is extremely difficult to modify a free market system by
ns of taxes and subsidies in order to take care of all those side-effects not included in the simple
free market frameworL Recent economic history is full of illustrations of how it has been found
necesary to restrict the private market forces by publicly invoked constraints.

The core message from these considerations can be further strengthened by addressing the
very important current problem in many countries of providing employment for their labor force.
Here the real economic problem has been turned almost upside down. The idea of regular and
"respectable" employment among employees is one of working and getting income from an employer
that can pay the wages because what they produce can be sold profitably in the market Individual
employees cannot make it their business to decide whether or not what they produce is desirable
from a global point of view. According to the principle of consumer sovereignty, if there is a market
for what the employee helps to produce, then somebody must prefer the product. Hence it is a good
thing. Whatever side-effcts employees simultaneously help to produce (e.g. environmental damage)
they camot be blamed for, because their partial influence on such side-effects is infinitesimal as
compared to their immediate gain from their work and income.

4. Will Technological Advances Benefit the Sto or the Weak?

Two conflicting developments can be conceived of in response to such a question. First,
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dtha advances in tochnologc skill and know-how will benefit the strong relativelyr more than the
weak. If then the strong (like other people) are primarily selfish, the outcome may be a widening
ofthe inequality in the world. This tendenqy s further exacerbated if those who develop technical
advances focus on consumer goods and services for a high level of living, rather than focusing on
more elementary imprvements of using the world's resources to benefit the poor.

Second, however, is the possibility that increasing ability to utilize resources more effectively
and reduce pollution could be used to help those who are less fortunate and less able to take care
of themseles It is beyond economic theory to speculate on the final conclusion as to what might
be the outcome of such conflicting tendencies. The disputed *trickle doweu theory could perhaps
lead to such an outcome even with the strong being pnmarily selfish.

5. What Mad of North-South Trade and Aid COpertion?

Governments and indwiduals have for decades assumed natural resource inputs to be
abundant, where man-made capital and skilled labor needed to transform the natural resources into
useful consumption and investment goods have been considered the scarce factors A consequence
of such perceptions and their penetration into commodity market formation has been the falling
relative raw materials prices in world markets. This has contributed to a widening of the gap between
industrialized and many natural resource-dependent developing countries.

Such deterioradon has been further intensified as a consequence of the global trend-setting
prodwui and consumption patterns of rich countries. Poor countries are then tempted to exhaust
their own valuable natural resource stocks at low prices in return for imported machinery and
consumer goods Export is not an end in itself. Export only serves a purpose if it can finance useful
imports. Developing countries should realize they must stringently avoid exports they cannot afford.
Strategies to enhance exports of many staple agricultural products should be cr' ically revisited. Such
goods face low demand elasticities in world markets. Indnivdually, each exporter takes the world
market prce as given. In the aggregate, however, the simultaneous implementation of such strategies
by many drives the price down dramatically as they all reach their production targets. In the end,
the export revenue might fall short of paying for the imported machinery, implements, pesticides etc.,
required to produce for export The outcome is financial crisis and reduced capability to service
increased debt burdens. Such trade includes not only sale of non-renewable minerals and harvests
from soils, forests, and oceans, but an increasing use of poor countries' soils as dumps and recychng
sites for undesirable waste from industrial production and consumption.

Whfle many nice things can be said about liberalizing and thus increasing trade, the structure
of trade, as we know it at present is a curse from the perspective of sustainable development11. A
drive for efficient resource use in the presence of significant environmental externalities and other
market imperfections, requires full-cost pricing of resources in all applications. This in turn implies
a need for substantial intervention at national and supra-national levels into otherwise free market
forces of domestic and international trade. Otherwise countries that practice full-cost internalization
would, in the short-run, lose out to countries that did not, in a regime of free trade.

Poor countnes should begin to realize the approaching scarcity of some of their natural
resources, and plan the exploitation of these accordingly. International and national policies pursued
in a complex world of conflicting individual and group demands must come to grips with approaching
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natural resource constraints. The global production structure is rapidly approaching a situation
where the relative scarcity of input factors is about to be turned upside down. Increasingly, it is the
sustainable flows from natural resource stocks that are becoming the limiting production factors, not
man-made capital and skilled labor".

This is clearly indicated by the rapid emergence of the technologicaly advanced "intemediate"
input category that could be labelled cultivated natural capital, i.e. "Green Revolution" agriculture,
hybrid plantation forests, fish farming, etc. However, such high efficiency artificial natural resources
may lack the robust biodiversity dimensions of indigenous natural resources. While being
intermediate between natural and man-made inputs, they are therefore far from perfect long-run
substitutes for indigenous natural resources, and are in fact subject to the growth of entropy
constraints on economic development identified as a key growth dilemma earlier in this chapter.

This emerging new bargaining position is what the poor countries need to prepare for while
they still have something to bargain with. This requires preparation of development plans and
programs for what the countries' economic activities should look like in the long run. Structural and
sectoral adjustments, including changes in domestic price policies, and international debt management
Wi be important components of plans for sustainable develoment"9.

Aid cooperation with the purpose of assisting poor countries in a development towards the
same pattern of polluting consumerism as the West has brought about is no contnbution towards
sustainable development. It will result in continued rent transfer from natural resource-endowed
developing countries to rich countries supplying the South with machinery for speedier resource
exraction, which will result in keeping down their prices of natural resources.

On the other hand, aid cooperation with the purpose of assisting in the development of
lcation specific technologies and patterns of consumption adapted to local, cultural, and habitual
patterns in order to enhance human development and quality of life in a sustainable way should be
strongly endorsed.

Such assistance could serve as an eye-opener to the rich donors, thus help them in the process
towards a sustainable world as welL One possible way to operationalize the concept of sustainable
development in economic planning and aid cooperation is by means of so-called compensatory
investmentsr.

Already, some power companies in industrialized countries have decided that their long-term
prospect will benefit from undertaking measures to counter the environmental impact from
increased carbon dioxide emission. Tree planting at home or in another country, or installation of
more energy-efficient devices in poor countries where the costs of reducing emissions are well below
those at home, are real world examples. One could foresee virgin tropical forests take on increased
financial value to the owners if leased out to preserve biodiversity, to provide a natural and
sustainable habitat for indigenous people, or preventing a reduction in the global carbon sink
capacity. This maximum sustainable income would be higher than the present worth of the combined
financial returns to the owners from first cutting and exporting the logs, and then raising cattle for
a few years, before the soils become exhausted. With self-imposed national emission barriers in rich
countries, such opportunities could soon provide for new financially and economically sound trade
and aid flows. The required institutional changes may be moderate.
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6 The Outook: Tere a Solution?

No matter how people go about managing this earth and the life on it, there is always a
"solution". Imagine some recording entity outside our planet that keeps some sort of record of what
mankind does on Earth, and the consequences of it, and there will always be something to record.
The development might be something like what one would conclude from reading Charles Darwin.
That is, development might lead into some ecological balance as far as mankind is conceened,
including the catastrophe (from mankind's perspective) that mankind becomes extinct.

What people metn by asking for a solution is presumably something else. This something else
is then presumably the following. Certain developments are, from the human perspective, more
desirable than others. The human mind being rational is supposed to be able to make a senslble
choice between various feasible altematives when it comes to development. So the question boils
down to this: is there a 'good' solution, or a solution which is acceptable?

At least three formidable assumptions have to be fullfilled in order to get a positive answer
to this question. The first is that we have a fairly good knowledge of the consequences of alternative
paths of human activities in the future. Knowledge in this respect has probably made quite a bit of
progress in recent years. The second condition is that there is an addressee to receive this knowledge
and use it. The third condition is that this body or some other internationally accepted body be given
the authority and power to choose the future path of development and enforce it.

About the last two conditions to be fuLllfed one should have no illusion. Perhaps one should
settle for the somewhat cynical answer suggested by some people, namely that the situation on earth
as far as crowding, polution, and deteriorated environments are concerned, will not be recognized
until the actual situatioa becomes much more precarious than is the case today.

This leads to what many might find paradoxicaL Rapid growth and successful development
as conventionally measured, combined with crowding and high population densities, could result in
a menu of very few and very costly options for future development. In contrast, hitherto poor growth
performance, low levels of infrastructure investments, slow utilization of the natural resource base,
and a relatively sparse population (even if it is growing rapidlv at present) could leave relatively more
doors open for the choice between future developments. Perhaps this is the flavor of optimism one
could present for the peoples of Africa at this time of hardship.

The opportunities regarding possible actions for future sustainable development are limited and
diminishing. It would not at all contribute towards sustainable development if nations continue to do
as the bewfldered tourist who in the treeless sandy desert encountered a hungry lion: 'But what did
you do?' asked his friend afterward. 'I climbed a tree." said the tourist. "But there were no trees
around," said his friend. "Well, what else should I have done?' said the tourist"2'

7. Conchuion

Policies for more equality invariably start off that the standard of the poor be lifted towards
the level of the rich. In other words, lifting the bottom rather than lowering the top. However,
rapid growth and successful development as conventionally measured, combined with crowding and
high population densities, could result in a menu of very few and costly options for future
development. The opportunities regarding possible actions for future sustainable development are
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limited and diminishing. A "good" or acceptable development solution requires the fLtfillment of at
least three formidable assumptions. The first is that we have a fairly good knowledge of the
consequences of alternative paths of human activities in the future. The second is that there is an
addrsee to receive this knowledge and use it. The third is that this body or some other
intemationally accepted body be given the authority and power to choose the future path of
development and enforce it. If these simple facts are not recognized there is no more to be said
about the sustainability issue, or any other development policy.
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Chapter 4: GNP AND MARKET PRICES WRONG SIGNALS FOR SUSTAINABLE
ECONOMIC SUCCESS THAT MASK ENVIRONMETAL DEmUCnION

Jan Tinbergen and Roefie Hueting

1. Soct is Steig by tde Wrong CMP

ITe markt is rightly considered a mechanism that generates man-made goods and seri
according to consumer prefrence. This mech&mism allows culture and technolog to put into practie
inventions enricng human life. It works efficiently and stimulates productivity increase which is the
motor raising the quantity, quality and diversty of man-made goods thus becoming available to
consumes

An effective measure of the level of production and its changes from year to year - the
national income - was devised in the thirties (Inbergen, quoted in Hueting 1980). People working
on this research were well awar that national income would not form a complete indicator of
economic success (welfre). But given a fair distnbution of income and perfect competition it no
longer matters what is produced, only how much of it is producad. Consequently at that time great
value ws attached to the compilation of a series of figures on the total production of goods and
serviceL In the 1930s* external effects, like environmental deterioration, did not yet play an
important role.

hi situation has changed drastically. Over the last forty-five years, the perod in which,
based on the above reasoning, growth of national income has been given the highest priority in
economic policy, the following picture emerges

Ihe production of man-made goods and services has increased unpredentedly, but has been
accompanied by an unprecedented destruction of the most fundamental, scarce, and consequently
eownomic good at human disposal namely the environmen Thi process has aleady caused much
human suffering Much of what are called natural diters, such as erosion, flooding and
deserfication, is caused by mismanagement of the environment. This process threatens the liWng
conditions of generations to come. Furthermore, part of the growth of national income consists of
production increases in arms, alcohol, tobacco and drugs Few people consider this progress. Part
of t3NP growth is double counting. Thus, in the System of National Accounts environmental losses
are not written off as costs, but expenditures for their partial recuperation or compensation is written
up as final consumption. The same holds true for expenditures on victims of traffic accidents and
diseases caused by consumption, such as smoking,

Increase in production is distnbuted very unequally. In rich countries, people are led to
consume more becuse of seductive billion dollar adverstiing. But twenty percent of the population
in poor countries are deprived of basic needs, such as adequate food, shelter, potable water, taps and
toilets Economic research has shown that once basic needs have been met, relative income has a
greater impact on welfare than absolute income. Finally production increase has not prevented
persistence of high unemployment world-wide and considerable child labor.

The market works well, but not afl factors contibuting to human welfare are captured by it.
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CoDnsequently, market prices and economic indicators bse on them, such as national income and
costbnefit analyses, misleadingly signal to society and therefore must be corrected. The factor for
which correction is most urgently needed is the environment.

2. The Rlado'p Between Grwth and B tal D ab

Environmental degradation ir a consequence of production and its growth. The burden on
the environment is determined by the number of people, the amount of activity per person , and the
nature of that activity. These three factors are all reflected in the level of national income, albeit the
number of peoM with a time lag (to be incorporated into the labor force). The increase and
decrease of the first two burdening factors -- populadon and per capita activity -- parallel the increase
and decrease of production levels. For the third factor (the nature of our actvities) it roughly holds
that the more burdensome for the environment our activities are, the higher their contribution is to
national income, and vice versa. Thus driving a car contributes more to GNP than riding a bicycle.
his emerges from an analysis of the Dutch National Accounts. The sectorial composition of the

Dutch accounts does not differ appreciably from that of the United Kingdom, nor probably from that
of most other Northem countries. What foHows is therefore by and large vald for industrialized
counties

Prodi.ction growth results largely from increase in productivity, in which the lss of scarce
environmental goods has not been taken into account. Increase in labor volume plays a minor role.
ane quarter to one third of the activities making up national income (notably state consumption) do

not contribute to its growth, because increase in productivity is difficult to measure. Other activities
result only in slight improvements in productvity. Average annual growth must therefore be achieved
by much higher growth among the remaining activites. Thirty percent of activities generate about
70 percent of growth. Unfortunately, these are precisely the actvities which, by their use of space,
soil and resources or by their pollution, in production or consumption, harm the envronment most.
These are notably the oil, petrochemical and metal industries, agriculture, public utilities, road
building, traport and mining.

Measures to save the environment wfll have the following effects on gowth rates and on
production levels. To maintain current lifestyles as much as possille, all available technical measures
should be applied to the fullest extent affordable. Such measures include end-of-pipe treatment,
process-integrated changes, recycling, increasing energy efficiency, terracing agricultural slopes, and
sustainably managing forests. Because they require extra input of labor, these measures reduce labor
productivity and therefore raise product prices, which in turn checks growth of national income
(corrected for double counting). ( The check of growth can be alleviated by the absorption of
unemployed workers, up to the point where full employment has been attained).

Saving the environment without causing a rise in prices and subsequent check of production
growth is only possible if a technology is invented that is sufficiently clean, reduces the use of space
sufficiently, leaves the soil intact, does not deplete energy and resources (i.e. energy derived from the
sun and recyling). A is cheaper (or at least not more expensive) than current technology. This is
hardly imaginable for our whole range of current activities. But when such technologies become
available, the above mentioned effects will be avoided.

Applymg technical measures cannot completely avoid a change in our consumption pattem,
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because price rises resulting from the measures inevitably cause a shift toward more environmentally
benip activities, such as bicycling and using public transport.

Technical measures often do not really solve the problem, either because the growth of the
activity overrides the effect of the measure, or because of the persistent and cumulative character of
the burden. In this case, the measure only retards the rate of deterioration. Thus, to stop the
Netherlands' contribution to acidification of forests and lakes, apart from applying ali available
technical means, the Dutch must reduce the number of car-miles and farm livestock by about 50%
(Fransen 1987). For some problems no technical measures are available: for instance the loss of
habitat of plant and animal species as a result of the use of space and the formation of cirrus clouds
that contnbute to tlhe greenhouse effect. (CO2 accumulation may be partly solvable). In these cases,
in addition to the technical measures, a direct shift in behavior patterns must ensue, forced by do's
and don'ts, rules, incentives and taxes.

A direct shift in production and consumption patterns will also check GNP growth as follows
from the analysis of National Accounts (the environmentally most burdensome activities contribute
most to GNP growth). Moreover in terms of National Accounts, environmentally benign activities
represent a smaller volume. Thus a bicycle-kilometer represents a smaller volume than a car-
kilometer, a sweater a smaller volume than a hot room; an extra blanket a smaller volume than
heating the whole house; beans a smaller volume than meat; and a holiday by train, a smaller volume
than holiday tlights. This is mainly because the exhaustion of environment and resources is not
charged to national income as costs. If it were, the differences would become much smaller or nil.

From the above, it follows that saving the environment will certainly check production growth
and probably lead to lower levels of national income. This outcome can hardly surprise. Many have
known for a long time that population growth and rising production and consumption levels cannot
be sustained forever in a finite world. The outcome of the above analysis should arouse optimism
rather than pessimism. Because environmentally benign activities are remarkably cheap. Thus, a
bicycle is much cheaper than a car, a blanket is cheaper than central heating, and rearing two children
is cheaper than bringing up ten. This means that saving our planet is indeed possible. Our fervent
goal - to arrive at environmental sustainability, as advocated by the Brundtland report (WCED,

Wi7), and by politicians and institutions across the world -- can indeed be fulfilled, albeit only under
limiting conditions. In particular, population growth should be avoided as soon as possible.
Moreover, activities with little or no material throughput can increase practically forever. As we have
seen, this will not result in great increase in national income. Decision-makers should not become
upset by this. Changes in national income levels by no means indicate the economic success of their
policies because they conceal the destruction of our life suvport -ystems, as long as the figures are
not corrected for environmental losses.

3. Conrtion of National Income Based on Sustainable Use of the Environment

Attempts to correct national income for environmental losses started in the early seventies
with the following train of thought (Hueting 1980). The environment is interpreted as the physical
surroundings of humanity, on which it is completely dependent (from breathing to producing). Within
the vironment, a number of possible uses can be distinguished. These are called environmental
functions. When the use of a function by an activity is at the expense of the use of another (or the
same) function by another activity, or threatens to be so in the future, loss of function occurs.
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Environmental functions then have become scarce goods, because the use of a function implies,
whoDly or partly, the sacrifice of another. This fully meets the definition of scarcity that demarcates
the economic discipline. This approach links ecology and economics, and places environment
centrally in economic theory.

Because national income is recorded in market prices, shadow prices have to be estimated for
functions (and their losses) that are directly comparable with prices of man-made marketed goods.
For this purpose, supply and demand curves for functions have to be constructed. It appeared
possible to construct supply curves, consisting of the costs of measures eliminating the burden on the
environment, arranged by increasing costs per unit burden avoided. But in most cases no complete
demand curves can be found. This is because the possibilities for preferences for environmental
functions to be manifested via market behavior are very limited. Other methods, such as willingness
to pay or to accept, do not yield complete demand curves, certainly for functions on which current
and future life depends. Standards settings was also considered, but the questions "What standards
are to be set and by whom?" could not be answered at that time.

This situation has now changed. Especially after the 1987 Brundtland Report politicians and
organizations across the world declared themselves in favor of sustainable use of the environment.
Tis preference, voiced by society, opens up the possibility of basing a calculation on standards for
the sustainable use of environmental functions, instead of on (unknown) individual preferences.

Therefore, the following procedure is proposed for correcting GNP for environmental losses.
(Hueting 1986, 1989). First define physical standards for environmental functions, based on their
sustainable use. These standards replace the (unknown) demand curves. Then formulate measures
to meet these standards. Finally, estimate the money involed in implementing the measures. The
reduction of national income (Y) by the amounts found gives a first approximation of the activity
level which, in line with the standards applied, is sustainable. Needless to say a correction for double
counting, mentioned in Section 1, must also be made. If the sustainable level is Y, the difference
between Y and Y' indicates, in money tenns, how far society has drifted away from its desired goal
of sustainable use of the environment.

The standards can be related to environmental functions. Thus it is possible to formulate the
way in which a forest should be managed in order to attain a sustainable use of its functions.
Sustainability then means that all present and future uses remain available. For renewable resources
such as forests, water, soil and air, as long as their regenerative capacity remains intact, then the
functions remain intact (e.g. the function "supplier of wood" of forests, the function "drinking water"
nfwater, the finctcion "soil for raising crops"of soil and the funrctinx fhr physiological functioning"
of air). This means that emissions of substances which accumulate in the environment, such as PCBs,
heavy metals, nitrates and carbon dioxide may not exceed the natural assimilative capacity of the
environment, and that erosion rates may not exceed natural soil regeneration. As for non-renewable
resources, such as oil and copper, "regeneration" takes the form of research and bringing into practice
flow resources such as energy derived from the sun (wind, tidal, collectors, photo-voltaic cells),
recycling of materials and developing their substitutes.

The measures to meet standards include: reforestation, building terraces, draining roads,
maintaining landscape buffers, selective use of pesticides and fertilizers, building treatment plants,
material recycling, introducing flow energy, altering industrial processes, using more public transport
and bicycles, and use of space that leaves sufficient room for the survival of plant and animal species.
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The method is applicable for cost-benefit analyses of projects with long term environmental
effects. The method seems to be the only way to confront national income with the losses of
environmental functions in monetary terms. The physical data required for comparison with standards
come down to basic environmental statistics which have to be collected in any case if a government
is to get a grip on the state of the environment The formulation of measures to meet standards and
estimates of the expenditures involved are indispensable for policy decisions.

In other words, the work for supplementing national income figures might be laborious, but
it has to be done in any case if one wants to practise a deliberate policy with respect to the
environment. We therefore strongly urge decision-makers to stimulate this Idnd of research in their
countries. The Philippines and Sweden already are interested in following the Dutch lead.

4. Our Debt to Future Generation

A rough order of magnitude of the debt to future generations the world has been
accumulating during the last few decades, and how it is to be paid off; is estimated below. We base
this on the tue of energy and corresponding CO2 emissions.

One aspect of sustainability could be that the annual consumption of fuels such as coal, oil
and natural gas, expressed as a percentage of known reserves, is equal to the rate of efficiency growth
in the use of energy, while keeping the level of production constant (Timbergen 1990). Tinbergen
(1990) found that a figure for this efficiency growth dose to reality is 1.67 percent. By this behavior,
it would be theoreticaUy possible to use a finite stock for an infinite period of time. Eowever, it is
not certai whether tub will be feasible, because it would mean that the production and consumption
of today's package of goods has to be generated with an ever smaller amount of energy. Thus after
315 years, today's package must be generated with 0.5 percent of today's energy use. 315 years is a
short period in relation to the speed of natural processes in question when addressing environmental
sustainability. Therefore, if we also want to avoid the hazards of nuclear energy, development of new
technologies such as fow energy (derived from the sun) is less risky.

To avoid g recnhouse' risks, global CO2 emissions are estimated to have to be reduced by 75
to 80 percent. In the period 1950-1988, CO2 emissions, energy use and GDP ran parallel. Around
1950 both world GDP and energy use amounted to 25 percent of the 1988 leveL This means that,
other things being equal, the GDP level must be reduced by 75 percent. Assuming that a CO2
reduction of 25 percent is possible at low cost, and considering that a number of environmental
effeczt are not eliminated by reduced energy use, we conclude that to pay off global environmental
debt we would have to halve the level of global activities. Tbis demonstrates the urgency of
allocating all available resources, such as know-how and capital, towards the development of new
technologies (such as flow energy and recycling), instead of towards increasing production, while
halting then reversing population growth. The last thing the world can afford is to wage war, such
as that today in the Gulf.

The outlook of such changes in technology seems to be promising. For example, Potma
(1990) shows that techniques like splitting water molecules by solar energy in deserts and transporting
the resulting hydrogen fuels, can provide the world with sufficient clean energy at twice current
energy prices. Desertic developing countries thus have a major export potential. This would allow
a sustainable use of the environment while regaining current production levels in 50 to 100 years.
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Tbis is because sufficient clean energy would become available for both eliminating part of
environmental efflcts other than the greenhouse effect and compensating for the necessazy decrease
in production where no solutions are available with additional production of another kind. Moreover
room would be created for raising per capita production levels in the South by a factor of 2.5. This
would reduce the income gap between rich and poor countries from 10:1 to 4:1, with the condition
of no further throughput growth in rich countries.

The uncertainties are, of course, far too big to attach great value to the outcome of this
scenario. But the above clearly demonstrates that continuing prevailing growth paths is blocking our
chances of survival, for which possibilities still remain.

5. Cnlusion

In order to achieve sustainable use of the environment, we conclude that the highest priority
should be accorded to devising and implementing economic policies which:

1. Accelerate development of new technologies, such as flow energy and recycling.
2. Permit no further production growth in rich countries.
3. Stabilize the global population as soon as possible.
4. Improve international income distribution.
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Chapter 5: SUSTAINABIT, INCOME MAASUREMEN AND GROWIH

Salah l Ser*

1. b

Sustanability is a concept that has figured prominently in the Brundtland Repont, though it
has proved difficult to define without amiguity. Within the Bnmdtland Report itself we find more
than one defintion, but the one that has since been most quoted is the foiowine 'SustairAbe
development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromisig the abilty
of future generations to meet their own needs" The Report goes on to clarify sutainable
development viz: 'It contains within it two key concepts:

D the concept of 'need', in paricular the esential needs of the world's poor, to which
overriding prionity should be given; and

* the idea of limitations impoed by the state of technology and social organization on the
environment's ability to meet present and future needs.'

The reference to limitations of technology and social oation, and to meeting essential
needs off the world's poor' in the above quotation, and a later statement that 'concern for social
equity between generations ... must logically be extended to equity withn each generaon,' whle
appealing to many readers emphasies the complexity of Brunddan's sustinabit, both as a
concept and as a pragmatic guide to policy action. As disced later in this chapter, the 'aueness
of definition of Brundtland's sustanability should not detract from its valid concern over addreing
distnrbutional issues which are viewed nghtly as an integral part of the emental problem. This
ambiguity is by no means confined to Brundtland. A more recent attempt to carify what
sustainability meant to different authors yielded a bewildering array of definitions.

Tbe search for a Mm meaning of sustainabflity has remained elusive, with now a growing
awareness that for practical purpose sustainabflity should be perceived in approimate tems only?
It is certainly evident that the use of the expression "sustainable growth has become more frequent
in recent development literature, replacing the older unqualified 'growth," in an apparent attempt to
i6part the notion that growth should be kept within environmental limts. The Brundtland Repor
represents one of the early attempts at this usage. It is true, however, that such en ental limts
remain undefined in a manner conducive to practicable policy guidelnes, but I return to this point -
later.

2 B[s .nac

In retrospect it seems that while the Brundtland Report made a great impact on world leaders
ad environmentalists alike, its impact on economists has been rather modest. This is not to deny,
however, some influence it has had on economic policy, indirectly through the political forces it has
motivatd4 The attention that has since the publication of QOu Commo Future been given to global
eavironmental issues may be a product of its political impact.' There is also the growing coverage
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of enonmental isues in economic work practicaly everywhere, which may be graced back, at leat
in par to Bn8dtland's publicadon.

3. E 1 frD S D

While Brundtand was in gestation, an initiative was developing, spurred by the United
Nations Enin t Pr me and the World Bank, to revise national income calculations in order
to refect in them enonmental conerns The coincidence in timing is remarkable between the
'World Commission on En t and Development which began its work in December 1983 and
reached Is o ons in mid-1987, and the UNEP-Worid Bank workshops which sought improvd
national income me ementa is paralkl effort also bga in 1983, rahed a ccial stage in
198 and is sil progressing in a number of directions

Over the past two dOcades most countruies have been calculating their national income
acoding to guines, isued in 1968 by the United Nations Statistical Office, generaly known as
the System of Nadonal Accounts (SNA). These guidelines paid practically no attention to the fact
that, in order to reckon income properly, the System must account for natural resource eroson and

onmental degradation. The old system treated much of the anti-pollution expenditures as final
expendItures that would rtae income, instead of regardig them as necesary intermediate costs that
should be caged aginst the final products It alo filed to tak account of envonmental disasters
when they ocurred It treated natural resources, partcularly those emanating from the public sector,
as a ree gift ftom nature, reflecting in the accounts mainly their direct exraction costs and any
valation, over and above extrtion cost, that the uneven and heterogeneous free market deigned
to atach to them.

Worst of all the SNA faied to distnguish btween value added by factors of production and
sale of naural assets such as forestiy products and petroleum. Through income meurements
patened on the SNA, many naural resource-based developing countries were made out to have
higher income thaD they actualy had, and to be rowing at rates that obscured their true economic
performance. Besides, the accounts failed to reflect the fact that the current level of prosperity they
were enjoying would not last since the basis for such prosperity wprogressIvely being eroded. False
accountW resulted from mixng in the flow accounts elements of natural capital that should have
been kept sepmate from current income. Such income measurements, where they occurred, oved
up economic weaknesses that needed urgent attention, thus mirecting economic policy. Countdes
where natural resources contnbuted significantly to fical and external balance failed to make
asential adjustments and ended up with alloating to consumption too much of the receipts they
obtained from selling their naturwal assets. May of them assumed too much exteal debt for their
own good. Domestically, relative prices moved against tradeable goods, resulting in a lamentable
shrinage of non-natural resource-based acdvties. Uittle wonder that so many resource-rich
developing countaies that should have benefited from the exceptional imprvement of their terms of
trade in the 1970s found themselves in the 1980s hardly better off than they had been before.'

At the UNEP-World Bank workshop held in Paris in November 1988 experts from various
nadonal statistical offices met with economists and others who had been investigating the topic of
envionmental national accounting, and for the first time a consensus was reached that natural
resources and the environment were indeed important and likely to become more so in future; that
nadonal accounts should reflect the stress on the envron ent that had become Increasingly evident;
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and that a set of environmental satellite accounts needed to be elaborated and attached to the new
SNA core accounts, with the view of reflecting envinmental considerations. That 1988 meeting was
a watershed from which signficant developments were to flow. Further work since then, conducted
in cooperation with the United Nations Statistical Office, has led to the acceptance of the notion that
when the revised SNA, expected in 1993, came out it would recommend compiling a set of satellite
environmental accounts showing to the extent possible the changes that occur from year to year in
the state of the envimonment, and attempting a recalculation of national income to reflect such
changes. This national accounting adjustment inidative, which still continues, has provided a bridge
between some of the objectives of the environmentalists and the work of the economists.

4. 9 b and Income

If properly measured, income is sustainable by defnition. From an environmental angle errors
in measuring income can be viewed as coming largely from wrongly mixwng in income certain elements
of natural capital, and from confusion of inventory liquidation with depreciation of fixed assets. A
pesn or a nation cannot continue to lhve at the same material leWel if present enjoyment is obtained
at the cost of liquidating capital. As capital is eroded, the ability to maintain the same level of
consumption into the future is undermined. That is why, from its inception, the accounting profession
has insisted that for profit and loss calculations, whether for individuals or corporations, capital must
be "kept intact." To the accountant, keeping capital intact never meant that capital should be
preseved in its original state (the prsrtionist argument), but only that allowance be made out
Of crent income in order to restore capital to the extent it has eroded. Unless capital is
"maintaineda future income would inevitably decline By extension of the same argument to the area
of accounting, keeping capital, including emironmental capital, intact for accounting
purposes, requires adjusting income to reflect capital deterioration. Again this does not mean that
the accountant is advocating that capital should be kept undisturbed, or in the language of some
environmentalists, that it should be "preserved' in its existing state, since the very essence of
sustaining economic acivity relies on utilizing capital to generate future profits or income. There is
little disagrgement now on exending the same principles that apply to manmade capital to
environmental capital, save on the application of those principles to the special case of depletable
resources which cannot be renewed or recycled, but whose stock steadily dwindles as it is used up in
the productive process.

That the "environment" can be viewed as natural capital is easy to perceive, both as a sink for
wastes and a source of materials and energy.' Wastes have been dumped in rivers and seas, buried
^n la-n and dispersed in the atmosphere, in the belief that sucb natural receptors had an unlimited
capacity to receive them. As production has grown, this capacity has clearly been seen to be Umited,
and has also become limiting. There is thus growing acceptance of the notion that the polluting
activities should bear the full costs to society of their pollution. If standards are set for acceptable
levels of pollution, the cost of achieving such standards, even if not actually incurred, can be used as
a measure of environmental deterioration on account of pollution, and be charged against income
as depreciation.

As a source of materials, the environment should alo be brought into income caculation.
A distinction is clearly needed between resources that can be regenerated and others that cannot.
Nature, and society in cooperation with nature, can amend, restore or regenerate fish stocks, forests,
soils and the like. Where such regeneration falls short of theoretical or practical rates that would
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maintain such capital intact (Ie. at its original level at the beginning of each accounting period)
shortfasl should be deducted, as depreciation, from gr income calculations. Some problems of
valuation would present themselves, but the guiding principle throughout should be pragmatism and
approximation since precise measurement is still, and likely to remai an unattainable goaL
Ecologists, likewise, should attempt measurements of sustainable yield in the same spirit of providing
pragmatic and prudential estimates, instead of letting their quest for precision become an obstacle
that would render their measurements irrelevant for policy.

In respect of depletable minerals such as fossil fuels, which cannot be meaningfully restored
once they are used, applying the same approach of depreciation as in the case of renewable resources
would be inappropriate. Such resources represent mnown wealth that can be liquidated over a
variable ime span depending on their owners' needs, their expectations of future prices and the state
of the market. While productive capacity is depreiated, existing inventories are used up or
liquidated, and it would be wrong conceptually to include the proceeds from selling inventories in
gro income. And it is equally wrong to believe that, in order to correct for their inclusion in gross
incme, all that is needed is to deduct the decline of the stock from the wrongly calculated gross
income to arrive at a correctly measured net income. If such an approach is adopted, neither the
gros not the net incom will be correctly measured. The gros will be inflated by asset sales that do
not represent value added, and the net will be underestimated since the whole contribution of the
exploitation activity to income is removad as capital consumption or depreciation. If, on the top of
such erroneous accounting we add wmndfills from upward re-estimation of reserves, and deduct from
income downward adjustments of these reserves, we arrive at very dubious and gyrating estimates of
income that are as meaningles as they are useless, either for gauging economic performance or for
uiding economic policy. A depletable resource's contribution to income requires special handling.

5. Accontingr Dpleabl Reoces

In as much as the reserves of depletable resources are ascertained, they should be treated as
wnentories, not as fixed capital Inventories can be drawn down to exhaustion if that is perceived

by their owners as economically desirable. The proceeds from their exploitation in any one
accounting perod shou4d, as a first step, be viewed as proceeds from asset sales not as value added.
If the owners draw down all their known reserves in one year because they believe this to be best in
the light of their assessment of future prices, it would obviously be wrong to include all such proceeds
in their gross income for that year, and to deduct the diminution of the asset, equivalent to the same
amount that had been included in gross income, so that net income from this activity is shown as
ZO. Now that the owners have substituted for the subsoil asset, say, a bank account, true income
is the interest that can be earned on the new account. Alternatively the owners may sink the
proceeds from selling the mineral assets in new material investments whose retuMn would represent
true income. In this way capital liquidation would be kept, as it should, outside the flow accounts.

Following a proposition by the late Professor Sir John Hicks, which he put forward half a
century ago," it was possible for me to calculate that part of the proceeds from a wasting asset which
must be reinvested in altemative assets so that the yields obtained from such re-investments would
compensate for the decline in receipts from the wasting asset. Using a discount rate and the amount
extracted from the reserves in any one year relative to total reserves, I was able to indicate the
proportion of the proceeds that can be reckoned as true income, the remainder -- a Idnd of a
Keynesian user-cost - having to be set aside and reinvested to produce an aggregate stream of
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constant future income. The user-cost part is a capital element that should be expunged from gross
income (GDP), and therefore would not appear in net income either. If fresh deposits are located,
these would affect the flow accounts only indirectly through the change of the reserves-to-extraction
ratio i.e. providing a longer lifetime of the asset so that the income part rises and the user cost part
falsi.11

Tis proposal, which is slowly gaining ground among economists, is still by no means generally
accepted, either by them or by the national income statisticians.n Many of the latter, even if
convinced, would still prefer to preserve old time series of erroneously calculated GDP on the
argument that all that is required is to deduct natural resource "depreciation", equivalent to the entire
diminution of stock, from the gross product to show a more sustainable net product which would
amount to niL The conceptual confusion implied by such procedures has already been mentioned.
If one must persist with this confusion for the sake of preserving old time series, the user cost, as
explained above, would be the appropriate estimate of "depreciation".

6. Mm inited Function of Accounting

Accounting by its nature has a limited function. It is essentially a backward-looking activity
attempting to sort out from the behavior of economic units during a past period elements from which
an arithmetical history is compiled. This usually takes the form of a snapshot at a point of time (a
balamce sheet of assets and liabilities), and a flow, during a certain period (most commonly a year),
of net results of the economic activity concerned: profits and loss for an individual or corporation,
and value added for a nation. Economists have often misunderstood the functions of the accountant,
and his concern - perhaps obsession - with keeping capital intact, often challenging the accountant's
meaning of keeping capital intact, and the accuracy of his neasurements, since such a concept of
capital maintenance inevitably refers to the future. The Hicksian definiton of income itselt whose
author insisted that it was merely a rough guide for prudent behavior, has wrongly been criticized on
the economist's usual ground of concem with precision, and his (the economist's) forward - rather
than the accountant's backward - orientation. Hicks's income has been said to be incapable of being
'directly measured" and even that it is "not suited to an accounting of what happened in the past"
eith-er.1 Whe!e,s Hick ttreued the accountant's quest for approxmately defining a level of income
that can be devoted to consumption with concern for a sustainability built around the re-use of capital
in future, other economists have tended to hanker after a precise level of sustainability which the
Hicksian approach, with its emphasis on future income sustainability, obviously cannot meet, pardy
because the future will ahws remain unknown.

Economists and accountants have different, but perfectiy reconcu"bic, ubjcxuiv . In their
measurements the accountants seek approximations, assume constant technology, and posit that the
future will be a continuation of the past. In practice technology does change, and the future is a little
diffrent from the past. But this does not matter much, however, since the accountants' accounting
period is seldom more than one year, and every new year brings with it new facts and some fresh
technology which the accountants have to, and certainly do, take in their stride.

7. B _snee and Govenet

The approach I have proposed for estimating income from depletable natural resources, which
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relies on setting aside part of the proceeds from sale of natural capital to be sunk in alternative
investments so that they may yield a constant stream of future income, begs the question as to what
kind of altenative investments are available, and whether for the sake of sustainability such
investments will always be available. Here we leave the ex Mt world of the accountant and enter
the realm of ex ante analysis.

Individual owners of depletable resources usually see to it that part of their receipts, whether
in the form of depletable allowances or set-asides, are re-invested so that the owners can continue
in business. Whether or not their new investments should be in the same line of business they are
already in, or diverted towards other lines, depends on many factorm If the price of the natural
resource they own rises in reflection of its growing scarcity, thus indicating the opportunity for
investment to produce substitutes based on renewable resources, and if such a course is economically
feasible, the owners may well continue in the same line of business. But frequently the market would
fail to reflect the resource's growing scarcity, and its price would fail to rise. Besides, technologies
for producing substitutes may not be available, and if available may not be economic at the prevailing
set of prices. Thus we often observe a tendency for diversification away from one-product business
on the part of large corporations exploiting natural resources.

Some environmentalists would prefer that the 'user cost" entailed in the exploitatdon of a
depletable natural asset be invested in a 'twin" project that would supply a renewable substitute for
the same depletable source.14 But in the light of the considerations just mentioned, such 'twinning'
or "pairing' may not be attractive to the private ownets. On the other hand there is nothing against
society as a whole indicating its desire to raise the overall level of savings and inmtment so that
these become consistent with the objective of future income sustainability and also subsidize
pioneering and experimental ventures in pursuit of finding renewable sources to replace the
diminishing ones. This can be done by insisting, through appropriate monetary and fiscal policies,
that the user cost of depletable resource exploitation should be added to current investments. The
extra investments would be guided to socially desirable ventures, such as natural resource restoration
and maintenance, through a carefully designed system of taxation and subsidies.

& User Cst and hnome Identitie

Consider what happens to the wual identity that income (Y) is the sum total of consumption
(C) and investment (I). Denoting user cost by the letter U, we can write:

Y C+I (1)

Adjusting for user cost, equation (1) becomes:

Y r U = (CmV) + I (2)

If the user cost is now devoted to fesh invesutments, income rises and we get:

Y (C-U) + (I+U) (3)

Equation 3 is thus seen to be identical to equation (1) except that consumption is lower and
imvestment is higher.
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Equation (2), however, depicts the correct level of income if the user cost is not reinvested.
But if C remains unchanged, then the true level of investment that has been attsined is only I-U since
U represents a disinvestment. In this latter case we have:

Y- U = C + (I-U) (4)

9. Policy and the Pobilm of Scale

While the approach of sinking part of the proceeds into new investments seems perfec* valid
for individuals, businesses and even small countries which also have the option of acquiring foreig
iwestments if profitable domestic opportunities are not available, can it be workable if it is done on
a large scale so that significant portions of global natural capital might be liquidated to be substituted
for by manmade capital formation?

Once the problem is posed in this way, the realization of the objective of creating a
permanent income stream from wasting assets becomes questionable. Individuals, corporations and
even nations can run out of a natural resource - even if their livelihood depended materially on it -
- in the knowledge that future income may be generated through carefully selected new investments
When considering better accounting for depletable resources my focus was on the ingome of their
ownes It did not matter what form the new investments would take provided they guaranteed for
the owners a constant stream of future income. The form of the new investments would be guided
by the market, and if the market indicated that the new investments should be in the same line of
buiness, so be it. However, if the problem is considered, not just as one of better accounting for the
resource owners, but in a forward context as a guide to economic policy on a global scale, we have
to fice the issues raised by Brundtlanui, and the various constraints and propositions we find there
for future environmental duections. We also encounter the problems of scale and of ultimate
substitutability between natural resources and manmade capital to which Herman Daly has been
drawing our attention.

If we perceive the problem globally, then it is clearly necessary to replace say, dwindling
natural energy sources, not just by other sources of i but by other sources of that ar
renewable, and the issue of "twinninge becomes relevant. If the market fails to signal rising energy
prices to justify investing in renewable energy sources, then society may wish to give the market a
helping hand through appropriate policy. Viewed globally, society should have a broad interest in
the creation and application of new technologies that would substitute renewable sources for
diminishing non-renewable ones.

But what should be done about the search for an equilibrium betw,*n the state of the
environment and global economic activity? The world economic organization has been functioning
on the basis of economic agents seeking perpetual economic growth, a pursuit which has traditionally
been seen not only as desirable for raising material welfare all around, but also as essential for
energizing the development of the less developed countries, and thus assisting in the alleviation of
poverty. If technology could be organized so that it gave us substitutes for natural resources through
the instrument of manmade capital formation, we would be able to continue 'business as usual,'
hoping that the market would reflect scarcities into higher prices, and thus guide this process of
substitution. This certainly appears to be one of Brundtland's fundamental assumptions. However,
we have reached a stage where the state of the environment has become so stressed, and technolog
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and social orgtion have clearly lagged, at leat so fa, that some drastic altemative solution
des to be explored.

Brundtand offered one solution, which leans in favor of maintaining the current emphasis on
Vowth while using the fruits of growth to lessen the material throughput in economic actvity, repair
the envionent, and also for income reditrbution, both intra-nationally and from the richer to the
poorer nations, with the objective of allviating povet. I join with the other contributor8 in this
volume contending that this strategy is questionable, partly because much of the damae to the
envirorment caused by indiciminate growth is irreversible; partly because the process of substitution
of manmade capital for natural resources is slow and erratic; and also in view of the enormous
increas projected for global economic activity as compared with the advanced state of envionmental
stess already reached. If we are serious about savng our planet, we must seek a steady state for the
ewnomies of the rich, whfle the poor grow and develop so that poverty is eradicated and income
disparity, which is the source of so much environmental damage, reduced. Meanwhile technology
develcuient and dissemination should be accelerated and population growth urgently halted.

If the Bmndtland path is rejected as impractical, can the proposal to arrest growth in much
of the wold economy be viewed as anything short of utopian? It is difficult specifically to perceive
the sociolog and political economy of maintaining a steady level of income in the richer counties
Such countries rely primarily on fr market forces to guide the allocation of economic resources.
In these countries, the essential profit motive is geared unavoidably to business expansion in search
of oppounlty. The impact of the richer country economic expansion on developing countries bas
alo often be seen as benig in an 'empty world context of non-binding environmental constraints.
In fact evezy time growth slows down in the richer countries, the poorer ones appear to suffer from
depressed Incomes and adver tems of trade. And yet, the richer countries use the bulk of the
word resourc to support a minority of the wodd population. If the rich are to grow richer merely
to provide markets for the poor, not only are there more economical ways to achieve the same
objective, but such a coure would accelerate intemational income inequality.

Clarly something drastic has to take place in social and industrial organization and in the
modaitie of international relations if a steady state of economic activity, involving a constant level
of throughput, is to p in the developed countriae Drafting a blueprint for this vision of the
future is needed. Its economic content will have to address the problem of obtaining growth and/or
development in the poorer countries simultaneously as the economies of the richer countries are kept
on an ee keel. In addition, the richer countries would be asked to transfer to the less developed
countries the resources necesasy to redress the negative effect of the richer countries' arrested
growth and to alleviate poverty. Furthermore, it is necessay to plan for the kind of economic policy
that would have to apply in the richer countries to produce the target of a steady state: as some
actvities will have to expand, othes must contracL What criteria would be used to modulate
aggregate activity in a free market economy which also has to be managed in pursuit of many other
policy o ? The issues this scenario raises wfll have to be faced by the advocates of such a
strategy. The Brndtand Report avoided all these complex issues and opted instead for a non-
rewhvotry, rather optimistic, but seemingly untenable course.
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Finay a word about the importance of proper income accounting since it is income
measurements that wil indicate what kind of gowth or expanion of economic actviy is being
xperienced and projected. Todays income changes, which probaby lie behind Bnand's

projections of growth, relate to the gross domestic product as conventionay measured and as valued
at factor cost.' But if we shift the focus from the gross product to an envronmentally more
sustainable M product (from wbich the user-cost of depletable resources has been eliminated), put
a value on natural disasters and deduct this from inoome, and develop the habit of valuing activities
at their full envinmental cost when prices relect true scarcities, we are bound to get a very
different reding of income and Its growth. In which cae it might well tun out that the five-to-ten
times expasion in economic actvity, as enviaged by Brundtland ad stressed by McNeill, wil be
less." A hint of this is to be found in the contribution by Tinbergen and Hueting in this volume, but
clearly much work is needed to clarify this issue.
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Canter 6: PROJBCr EVALUAnON AND SUSrAJNABLE DEVELOPMENT

Raymond F. Mikesll

Some development economists and most environmentalists advocate the adoption of
sustinable development in place of economic growth as the primaty objective for both industrial and
developing countries. Sustainable development has also been endorsed by the World Bank and other
multilateral development banb (MDBs), and by bilateral asistance agencies such as the USAD.
An esential ingredient in sustainable development is the conservation of the natural resource base
for use by future generations. However, there are a number of difficulties in specifying and applying
sustainability as a criterion for evaluating individual projects.

The purpose of this paper is to present a method of project evaluatonm that is consistent with
the principles of sustainable development. Tne projects with which this paper is concerned are those
that require significant amounts of natural resources in their production or have a signifcat impact
on natural resources in their construction or operation. Most of the projects supported by the
multilateral development banks are resource intensive and many of them have adverse environmental
impacts.

The traditional method of determining the financial feasibility of projects used by the World
Bank and other development asistance agencies has been to calculate the internal rate of return on
imvested capitaL If the internal rmte of return eoceeds a specified level (usually equal to the
international long-term rate of interest plus an allowance for risk), the project is acceptable. For
xample, the World Bank ustaly uses an int-mal rate of return of 12 pect as the um

aceptable rate.' Tbh approach to project evaluation implies that we should max_im the
productivity of capital as the limiting factor. Sustainable development on the other hand imples that
natura resources rather than capital are the scarct or limiting factors in production.2 Hence,
governments and MDBs should favor those projects that mmize the productiity of the natural
resource used in the project. Tbis requires that project proponents evaluate projects by calculating
their net present value, assuming infinitely elastic supplies of labor and capital in combination with
a fixed amount of natural resources. hi approach has long been used in resource economics for
evaluating resource projects.

Another characteristic of sustainable development is its concem with social benefits and costs,
and not simply with the net returns to the owners of the factors of production. Sustainable
development requires that we evaluate projects by calculating their net present social value (NPSV)
rather than their net present value to private owners of fuIVe pij. Sciss cwf its and costs include
a host of externalities which may benefit or harm society.

Moreover, social costs involve the non-monetary impacts of projects, such as illness and loss
of environmental amenities, the monetary values of which require special methodologies to estimate.
To an increasing degree, the World Bank and other development assistance agences are concerned
with social benefits and costs when evaluating projects, but they rarely include nonmonetary social
costs in calculating financial feasibility.
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lhe most distinguishing characterstic of sustainable development is the goal of
intergenerational equity - that the present generation does not impair the resource base required
by future generations to maintain or increase their well-being. Thi goal is variously defined, but the
moat widely accepted definition is condition of nondereaing per capita well-being across
generations.e However, the conditions for achieving this goal imnolve the rate of population gowth,
technological developments for substituting more abundant for scarce resources, income distnbution,
and government policies that induce conservation of natural resources. AU of these factors cannot
be taken into account in evaluating individual projects. Hence, it is recesaly to formulate some
simple rules that would make individual projects at least not incompatible with the goal of sustainable
devlopment.

Sustainability requires that producivity of the resource base be matained over time, either
by renewing the resource or by investing in other capital assets an amount equal to the capital value
of the resource depletion. Failure to deduct resource depletion overstates the net revenue of
projects and consequently overstates their rate of return, leading to misallocation, ie., overimtestment
in non-renewable types of exploitation relative to other investments. I would satisfy the sustainabilit
criterion in project evauation by including in social costs any reduction in the value of the rewurce
base caused by the constuction and operation of the project. The resource base includes all natural
and environmental resources that oDntribute to the production of both marketable and nonmarketable
goods and services that provide utilities for human bein Thus a project that significantly reduces
the productivity of the land or the quality of the atmosphere, or of rives and lakes, or of biodiversity,
gives rise to social costs Thi implies that the social costs are potentially measurable.

Treati- g of Reoure Depleion as a Social Cot

In the approach I here advocate, project evaluation iB based on the NPSV of a project
ivohlg the use of natural resources, with any resource depletion arising directly or indectw from
the project treated as a soial cost. Failure to deduct resource depletion overstates the net revenue
of projects and consequently overstates their rate of return, leading to misalocation, ie.
.mennvstmeiQt in n.eriewahle tes of exploitatinn relative to other investments The value of a
resource depletion is the capitalized (discounted) value of the stream of utilities that could have been
produced by using the lost resource in either the same type of project or in an altemative use of the
rource, such as preservation of an old growth forest as an alternative to harvesting the timber. It
is this capitaid v lue that we want to preserve for future generations; hence, the capitalized value
of the resource loss must be preserved by an equivalent alternative imestment that will benefit future
generations.

In treadng natural resource depletion as a social cost in project evaluation, a two-fold problem
arbes How do you measure the value of the depletion and how much do you need to save and
reimvest out of project revenue to maintain the same income (after allowance for depletion) for
future generations? The revenue from a resource project that is attributed to the natural resource
is the total receipts from the sale of the products less the capital and labor costs associated with the
project. We may divide this revenue, R, into two components: the income component, X, and a
capital component, R-X representing the natural resource depletion.4 We need to define R-X in a
way that it can be used as a social cost in the calculation of NPSV. Assume we have a mine wift
annual receipts, R, which fuly depletes in n years and that each year a portion of the revenue, R-X
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the mine that would enable the owners to receive an infinite series of X, assuming a rate of interest
of r. Since the mine depletes in n years, the annual value of the depletion is R, but if R i sved
each year, X would be zero and none of the revenue would be available for consumption. The
amount needed to be saved each year, R-X, is the present value of the annual resource depleion,
which we may express as - RL-

(1+r)y
so that X = R - JL Using the standard formula for compounding I per

annum atr R (1+r)"l = R - = x
(1+r)0 r l(1+rX0 r

r

If L is saved and compounded each year for n years at an interest rate of r, the accumulated
(l+ry)

will equal x , which will provide a perpetual income of X5
r

The above analysis can be made clear with a numerical example. Assume R is S250,000 per
year and that the life of the mine is 20 years and the rate of interest 10 percent Using the above
formula, the present value of R per year for 20 years is $2,130,000 and annual income, X, is $213,000.
Annual depletion, or R-X, equals $37,000, which when saved and compounded at 10 percent over
20 yea also equals $2130,000. Ihe longer the life of the mine and the higher the rate of interest,
the smaller the proportion of R that needs to be saved for depletion. For a mine that depletes in 10
Yars and assuming an interest rate of 5 percent, 7 percent of R would need to be saved for
depletion. Thi compares with 15 percent in the frSt example.

Cdcubyg 1the NPSV

The NPSV of the mine is the present value of an annual stream,
R - _L or R minus the present value of annual depletion. Th annual

(1+r)0

stream is also X per year and the present value of X per year for n year is

x (1 - 1 ) which equals the NPSV of the mine.

r

The proof is as follows: Using the standard formula for compounding I per annum

RL (I+r)d" = R- R X

r
In the numerical example given above, the NPSV for a mine with a life of 20 years and a rate

of interest of 10 percent is about $1.8 million. With higher annual depletion, NPSV is much smaler.
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hus, for a mine with a life of only 10 years, depletion is 35 percent of R and X is 65 percnt of R-
as against 15 percent of R for depletion and 85 percent for X, or income, in the example given above.

We may generale the example given above by stating that the NPSV of a project with
alowance for resource depletion is the preent value of an annual stream:

R - RD), where RD is the average annual resource depletion during the
(1+r)0

the life ofthe project. The actual rmource depletion might take place at any time during the life of
the project rather than in equal amounts over the life of the project. However, in order to satisfy
the sustalnability criterion, it makes little difference to future generations when the actual depletion
taes place during the life of the project, say, 25 yeas Resource depletion need not be confined to
the depletion of reserves in a mining project.

It may take the form of environmental damage caused by a mine or any other project, which
reduces the productivity of natural resources. For example, a mining operation might poflute a rier,
thereby reducing the value of the fish catch. The present value of the loss of fish catch would be a
part of the social cost of the mine, thereby lowering the NPSV of the mining project. Alternatively,
a hydroelectric dam might cause environmental damage to the recreational values of a river. If the
damage was vet large, R - RD might be negative, as would also the MPSV of the projet

(1+r)

In calculating NPSV, there should be an allowance for risk by applying probability coefficients
t each of the relevant variables to estimate the expected NPS of the project.
5 the present value of R per year for n years alo equals X

r:

Rtl- (r) = R- (I+rV=X
r r r

Rithe R m Depletio

In the approach to project evaluation outlined above it makes no difference whether the
accumulated depreciation is reinvested in renewing the depleted resource or used for some other
capital improvement, so long as the investment yields a net social output equal to that lost by the
depletion of the resource. Tbe paradigm is the reinvestment of depreciation of a building or a
machine. If a project destroys an old growth forest or an area of a scenic river, the reduced value
of the resource as a producer of utilities should be compensated by an invtment that will yield a
stream of utilities equal to that whih was lost. The investment may take the form of restoring the
depleted natural resource, creating man-made physical capital, or improving human knowledge and
skills for increasing the productivity of the resource base.

Three problems arise in rendering the above model consistent with sustainability. First,
changing the sqstem of accounting to include resource depletion as a social cost will not necessarily
induce private entities to save and reinvest social capital. Private firms and individuals may still treat
natural resource depletion as income available for consumption and, except for depletion allowances
for some types of natural resource exploitation, the tax system will count resource depletion as
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taable income. Therefore, sustinability would require resource depledon to be taaed by the state
and nvested in a manner that wil sustain output for future generation. The tax will, of course,
be passed on to consumers The prices for products whose production involv heavy resource
depleton would be relatiely higher than prices of products that contribute less to depletion. Ihe
state could either invest the revenues diectly) or use the revenues to induce private investment for
ncreasing the social producL

The second problem is what social inestments made or induced by the state wil insure that
future generations receive the capitaized value of the resources depleted by the present generation.
Suppose that most of the tax revenue is Invested in roads and building, rather than in restoing
depleted renewable natural resources or in increasing the productiity of natural resources. How far
can we go in substituting man-made physical capital for natural esource capital and still maintain a
rising national or world output? I do not think we can assume that the agegate national or world
production fmction is a Cobb-Douglas production functon in which the productve fictors are
completely substtutable.

Herman Day arges in Chapter 2 that substitution of man-made capital for natural resources
i quite limited. In other words, unless the raw mateial base is maintained, long-run st
I impossible. This position is highly controversial and some resource economists believe that we can
offset considerable resource depletion by increasing the producdvity of natunl resoure capitaL
Without futher dbcussion of this issue, I believe that sustainabiity requires that a substantial amount
of the resource depletion be invested in replenishing renewable resources, in inreasing product
output per unit of resource input, or in increasing the end-use efficienc of resource intenive
products

A third problem concerms substitutability on the demand side. How far can we go in satsfying
the demand for wflderness amenites, clean air, and lhiing space with man-made goods? Tbere is
sUrelY a point beyond which furither degradation of the environment cannot be compenated by higher
per capita real incomes in the form of produced goods and servicea What i the utility trdeoff in
dring a Cadillac or Mercedes in a perpetual traffic jam surrounded by foul air against waing
through a grove of ancient redwoods? There are also limits on the eotent to which we can allow the
natural eni ent to deteriorate and still survive as a species.

Technological progress can offset depletion of the resource base by ineasing the productivity
of the remaig resources. It can also facilitate the substitution of man-made capital assets for
natural resources and the substitution of more abundamt for scarce natural resources in production.
Iio@-@, chb-nological progrs is necesa to maintain or increase per capita utilities of future
generations with a rising population. I have not included technological progress in the calculation
of the social costs represented by the depletion of the resource base for two reasons.

First, we do not know enough about future technology to assss its impact on the productvity
of the resources used in particular projects. Second, we should allow technological progress to have
its fuhll effect on improving the well-being of future generations; Le., we should not borrow against
future uncertain technological progress to finance present consumpstlon in excess of what is
uswtainable with present technology. Thus, I believe the social cost of the depletion of the natural

resources attributable to a project should be based on the current state of technology.
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Cdela for 1DB Suppoxt of rojes

For a project to qualfy for MDB support, the expected NPSV adjusted for resource depltion
should be positive he expected NPSV of a proposed project wihout allwanc for resource

is frequently regrded as reouce et (Mikesell 1989). If resource rent Is zero the
resource contributes nothing to social output since the labor, capital, and management included in
the soci cost could produce the same value output in another project without natural resoures

However, for the project to satisfy the condition of sustaability, the resource rent must be
at lest equal to the resource depletion caused directly or indirectly by construction and operation
of the projeL If the expecd NPSV adjusted for resource depletion were zero, the resource would
contribute nothing to net revenue by using it in the project, and it could probably do better than that
by simply kavng it undeeloped. Thi would be true of a wilderness area that could be uied by
fbsermen and hikers as an alternative to harvesting the timber with a zero or negative NPSV. Also,
the ateative of leaving the resource undisturbed would have the additional value of reveiiy.
When resources are not disturbed they can aways be developed at some time in the future when the
need for the products of the project is greater. This value is in addition to the possible amenities
yielded by resources left in their natural state. Ideally, the use of resources that provide the
madmum exected NPSV should be supported. Frequently, that use is simply leaving the resource
in an undeveloped state.

t i so metime argued that accounting for reource depletion as a socWia cost is impractical
because there are no reliable data. I reject this argument for two reasons. Frst, environmental
economists have formulated methods for estimating a wide range of nonmarket costs, including
damage to health, rivers and lakes, forest ecosytems, wilderess amenities, and wildife. Estimates
of the value of resource depletion have mn made by Repetto (1988) and others, and research staffs
of the MDBs are in a good position to provide data for natural resource accounting. Second, it is
better to have someone acquainted with the environmental aspects of a project to estimate the socal
costs than to ignore them. If somehing is worth doing, it is worth doing inadeuately!

Note: This paper was be presented at the Westem Economic Association International meeting in
Seattle, June 30, 1991.

NOTES

1. The World Bank usually uses an internal rate of return of 12 percent as the minimum acceptable
rate

2 his point is developed bsy Herman Daly in a chapter of a forthcoming book.

3. This condition is consistent with the concept of sustainability put forward by the Brundtland
Commission (1987). For alternative approaches to the sustainability criterion, see Toman and
Croson, 1991.

4. Thi analysis is adapted from El-Serafy (1989) and (1991).
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Chapter 7: SUSAINAE DEVELOPMET:E ROLE OF INVFSI

Bemd von Droste and Peter Dogs

1. Introdution

lnvestent, in all its different forms, shapes our lives as well as that of generations to come.
Investmets in education, science, technology, culture and communications, for example, continue to
have crucial impacts on welfare. In many cases, today's resource degradation is a function of earlier
investment decisions about the scale and quality of consumption and production. This calls for
increased understanding of investment processes for improved management of manmade and natural

Rapidly Increasing environmental costs prompt scientists and economists to warn that limits
are being reached (Goodland, Chapter 1), and challenges the maxim that continued economic growth
leads to increased global welfare (Tinbergen and Hueting, Chapter 4). To many observers a discussion
about limits, for eample to economic gtor.t, migbt be seen as an academic exercise in a world
where so many basic needs still are unmet. Taking these warnings seriously, however, we believe that
the question has important implications, which have to be considered by development planners in all
parts of the world.

That being said, this chapter is primarily directed towards the North, which is not only
prmarily responsible for the present situation, but which has many of the resources needed to invest
in development that 'meets the need of the present without compromising the ability of future
generaions to meet their own needs' (WCED, 1987). Based on the relationship between
environmental quality, economic performance and social welfare, it is now evident that sustainable
development demands that larger investments be directed towards the environmental sector for
protection and restoration of the productive and assimilative capacity of natural capital.

Increased investments will,however, not only be made for adapting to environmental limits,
but also for shifting them. Investments in modern biotechnology research and production are an
important example of the latter, which pose challenges with far reaching environmental and socio-
economic consequences, not the least in the South. It is by influencing today's long-term investment
decisions, in areas such as biotechnology and renewable energy, that the policy and decision making
community will have the largest impact on the international community's sustainable development
efforts.

2. Why Do lnvestments Go Wrong?

Policy makers tend to underestimate the value of environmental investments, becase of:
time-lags (environmental costs and benefits often take time to develop but political mandates are
usually short); practical difficulties in the evaluation of environmental benefits and costs; the
transboundary nature of several environmental externalities making identification of national
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responsbilites and domestic solutions ambiguous without coordinated intrnational efforts; and high
discount rates (short-tem time preferences). Furthermore, private investors are often discouraged
to make long-term investments in natural capital due to the public-good characters of such asus, the
lack of property rights afrangements, making the benefits from such investments difficult to secure.
Intead, they favor investments in activides generating income more quickly.

Sustainable development implies, however, that investment processes are not only understood
and managed for monetary reurns, but that non-monetay factors (e.g. social, cultural and ecological
realities) also be considered (Young and Ishwaran, 1989). This means that the value of environmenta
services and goods must be estimated and incorporated in the decision-making process. The failure
of traditional systems of national accounts in this respect is becoming recognized, and considerable
work is being undertaken to develop accounting methods that include depreciation (as well as
increases) of environmenal capital assets and that subtract defensive expenditures' from national
income (Ahmad, El Serafy and Lutz, 1989; El Serafy, Chapter 5).

In the same way as policy and decision-makers consult macroeconomic indicators (inflation,
"growth,exchange rates and unemployment flgures) they should also be provided with environmenl
indicators and models illustrating the state of the environment and its impact on the economy, as well
as the relationship between economic activity and resource degradation. As it stands now,
development models frequently ignore the dire and indirect value of natural capital, both in the
economic growth proce8s and in susining human welfare. Of course, the availabilty of such models
might be limited, but enough data exist on which decisions could and should be made (Costanza,
1990).

Due to the above factors and the increased scale of human activity, there is now a long list
of environent priorities requiring large-scale investment, ranging from the atmosphere (to reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases and ozone-layer-depleting chemicals), to local conservation of
biological and genetic diversity. The list is so impressive that authors like Herman E. Daly conclude
that since the productivity of manmade capital is becoming more and more constrained by the
decreasing supply and quality of complimentary natural capital, we are now in an era where
"...investmentmust shift from mamade capital accumulation towards natural capital preservation and
restoration.' (Daly, Chapter, 2).

3. lIvesment Necessary in the Short Term

The economic rationality behind increased natural capital investments becomes apparent when
we look at some costs and benefits involved. The worldwide lack of investment in soil protection is
one practical example. Due to various short-term, income-generating activities (e.g. deforestation,
intensive agriculture and irrigation) 25 billion tons of soil are lost worldwide each year. It is calculated
that over a twenty year period, US $4.5 billion/year investment in soil protection would reduce the
annual cos of lost agricultural production by US $26 billion (Lazarus, 1990). In addition, increased
soil investments would also produce benefits outside the agrlcultural sector (e.g. reducing
sedinion in many hydro-electric dams, improving water quality and increasing fish catches).2

Another example is current damage to European forests from air pollution, which is
conservatively estimated at US $30 billion per year. Although the European countries have agreed
to spend some US $9 billion per year to reduce air pollution, additional investments are calculated
to be cost-effective (IIASA, 1990).
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In spite of the fact that today's investments are often smaller than what is necesary, the
amounts spent on mitigating environmental costs will likely fund a new Indusrial sectr for pollution
control and was management in the near future. In the OECD countries some 9 billion tomnes of
wastes were produced in 1990. Including nearly 1500 tonnes of industrial wastes (of which 300 milon
tonnes wer hardous), and 420 million tonnes of municipal wastes (OECD, 1991). Eitimat are
that by 1992 the pollution control industry in Western Europe alone will be a US $120 billion per
year business. By 1994 more than US $200 billion might have to be spent annually on clean-up and
pollution contol in the United States. Increased knowledge and industrial efficiency in these fields
a welcomed, but it is unforunate that so many companies and employees will depend on continued
enironment degradaion for their income. The urgent need for a massively expanded waste
treatment and pollution control sector reflects historical lack of infrastructure investments and calls
for substantially increased efforts towards finding environmentally sound pr-oduction process and
products.

With the increasing scarcity of natural capital goods and services, investments in the
rehabitation of degraded ecosystems have become all the mote important. Not only can rehabilitated
nfatural capital assets produce significant incomes, they often also constitute the best way to protect
remaining natral areas from degradation. Since the time and investment necessary to undertake
restoration activities increase significantly with the increasing level of ecosystem degradation, rapid
action is essential.

Approximately 80% of the potentially productive arid and semi-arid lands world-wide
(representing 35% of the earth's land surface) suffered from moderate to severe desertification in
the early 1980s, due primarily to poor land management (Dregne, 1983). In many arid and semi-arid
areas, the naural resource base is, therefore, no longer able to sustain e'isting human populations.
Due to high population growth rates this will worsen in the near fiture. d ite year 2000 there will
be a rural population of at least 40 million in the Sahelian and Sudanian zones of West Africa
(calculated from a conservative 2% annual population increase). This is 3.7 million people more than
what the current crop and livestock production systems of this region can support, or 19.1 million
more than what can be sustained by fiuelwood, the energy source on which these societies rely (World
Bank, 1985). Unless these areas are successfully rehabilitated, continued world-wide desertiflcation
iiy lave hundreds of millions of people as envimental refuges (Grgersen, Draper and Elz,
1989; Simon, 1991).

4. Financlng Investments in the South and in Eastern Europe

Although increasingly aware of environmental values but constrained by severe budget
constraints, many developing countries find it difficult to make long-term investments in their natural
capital assets, in particular since increased consumption is also seen as a major priority (African
Centre for Technology Studies, 1990). Their need for additional investment resources can only be
evaluated as alarming.' Developing countries often argue, for example, that tlNy cannot afford
environmentaly sound techniques, if less expensive, but polluting alternatives exist, and that it is now
their turn to benefit from the technologies the industrial world has been using for a long time.

However, as so much of today's technology is not environmentally sustainable, it is therefore
not economically sustainable. As the developed world already has produced such large concentrations
of environmental toxins, the value of the negative externalities that additional emissions would
produce, is no longer marginal and in many cases no longer external. Developing nations therefore
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cannot invest in on ly unund techiques without facing rising domestic environmental
cosa, thus reducing the turn on te invement and jeopardizing the success of future sustainable
development SeverJ counies in Eastern Europe are striking examples. By pursuing economic
gowth at the ex of the environment they now fac tremendous ecological damage. The German
Insu or Economic Research has estimated that industries in Poland, the former German
Democati Republic, Czechoslovakia and the European part of the USSR will need US $200 billion
to rverso prior environmental neglect (Cave, 1990).

One could argue that the developed world, by using technologies that have accumulated
global toxins to some extent have reduced the option for developing countries to use the same
tehnologies (or any other techniques with the same impacts), because of the risk of potentW future

ctatophes. Industrial countries should, therefore, be prepared to compensat the
developed world for these closed options. Tlis could be done partly by financing sustainable
technology investments in developing countries, and partly by dramatically cutting back on its own
emissions to give space for increased use of environmentally unsound technologies in developing
coutries witiout inceasing the total global environmental abuse. Indeed, the North has to reduce
input growth and waste, using both economic and legal instruments, while at the same time providing
the South with capital and sound technologies through various arrangemens, such as green-funds and
debt-for-sustainable development swaps (Hansen, 1989; Dogs6 and von Droste, 1990).

The Multilaterl Fund agreed upon by the Contracting Parties to the Montreal Protocol to
provide developing countries with additional funds for obtaining ozone-friendly technologies and
replacements of CFC's, is an inportant achievement in this direction. The US $160 million fimd, will
epand to US $240 million if China and India - both planning major CFC production increases -
eventually ratify the Montreal Protocol. This fund is now part of the US $1.4 billion pilot Global
Enionment Facility (GEF) which is administered by the World Bank, United Nations Environment
Pogmme (UNEP) and United Nations Development Programme. GEF, however modest in size
compared with Identified needs (WRM, 1990), are to be used for investments in three additional areas:
greenhouse gas emission reductions; conservation of biological and genetic diversity; and protection
of itrnational water resources.

Also the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) has the potential to
become an important financier of investments with positive environmental impact. EBRD's first loan
ever, which was given to Poland for a heating project, is promising. The US $50 million loan
(together with a US $20 million World Bank credit) aims at reducing air pollution by switching from
coal to gas-fired heat generation and by promoting energy efficiency (International Herald Tribune,
1991).

Developing nations cannot, however, always rely on industrial nations to develop and transfer
appropriate technologies to them. They should be prepared to make part of that investment
themselves so as to ensure that technologies fit their economic, cultural and natural environments.
In some cases this willmean that local, small-scale, production units are stimulated, which may require
that innovative finance approaches first have to be developed. Initiatives such as the Grameen Bank
in Bangladesh, which in 1988 operated with 413,000 participants, has shown that It is possible to
provide financial support to the rural poor and landless (World Bank, 1990). These groups, heavily
dependent on the natural environment, frequently have very limited means for making long-term
investment in natural capital, therefore often have to sacrifice investment for consumption, may then
become vigorous promotors for sustainable resource management.
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S. Lg4erm Inv nts

By undesIing dte value of our natural capital, we are now in a siuaton whe more
and more resources wflbave to be spent on restoration, waste disposal, and protecdon of the natural
capital that is lef, often without producing any extra gain in welfar. Although the new problems
produced by modern economic growth might be soluble, the costs for doing so are unnecessarily high
as many of today's environmental problems should never have been produced in the first place and
their costs and the abilty to solve them are very far from equally distributed. Sustnable development
must, therefore, ensure th scatco resources are invested In rerch and in the production of
proeses and systems that not only avoid known problems, but also anticipate unknown costs and
benefits. This requires realism and vision.

Although we are generally optimisic, the energy sector, central in all discussions on
sustainable development, provides several examples of exces investment in research and development
of unsustainable processe and lack of investment in renewables. One of the most glaing is the fact
that in p989 the 21 member countries of the Intenational Energy Agency (IEA) spent 75% of their
US $7.3 billion energy reseach budget on fossil fuels and nuclear energy, but only 7% on rmewables
and 5% on energy conservation (see Table 1).

Table 1. Energy R&D Spending by IEA governments, 1989.

Tedhnology Amownt US $ 1Share %
mUllon

Nuclear Fission 3,466 47

Fossil Fuel 1,098 15

Nuclear Fusion 883 12

Renewables 498 7

Conservation 367 5

Other 1,039 14

Total 7,351 | 100

mlorepE Plavin and Lensen (1990).

T'he fact that investments are directed inefficiently might often depend on the institutions
responsible for their administration. Institutions, which once were efficient in their field of
competence and mandate, may not adapt rapidly enough to new or evolving demands. Why, for
example, i8 there no United Nations body working on the promotion of energy conservation and
renewables when there is one dedicated to the promotion of nuclear power (the International Atomic
Energy Agency, IAEA)? 1AEA, which in 1991 has a budget of US $179 million, with US $70 million
expected in additional voluntary contributions, has as its major role to monitor nuclear proliferation,
but it is also said to actively promote export of nuclear power technology to developing nations. At
present developing countries get 40% of their energy from renewables and less than 1% from nuclear
plants (Rlavin and Lenssen, 1990). The creation of an United Nations agency for renewable energy
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sources and conservation would clearly be justified ad sbould, therefore, be considered by UNCED.4

Ext instdtutions may reflect historical pferences rather than modem nceds and the
intet of 'old' organion in modern susnabilty Ismes might be larger than their ability to cope
wi them. Ihis brings up the whole lssue of either esablihing new ilitutions or up-datg exist
ones - a long-em investment in Itself.

6. Limits, Rmesarch and Development

The increased visibility of environmental degdation cost has resulted in more sientit
waing that various liit are being reached, or bave already been exceeded, and more economi
challenge the traditional wisdom that continued economic growth leads to increased welfare
(Goodland, Chapter 1). On the question of lims, although tr is scienific consensus regarding
cetain physical constraints and bazards to economic growth, we do not have consensus regarding our
possiblities to meet these challenges or on the economic consequences of crossing these limits - No
irreversible event Is, from an nropocentric point of view, worse than our subjective, and dynamic,
evaluadon of It.

Doubtess humaity will also try to control fiutu limits as has happened throughout history.
Tbis willceraly include increasingly sophiscated mandpulation of biological and physical press,
ranging from micro-cosmos to the atmosphere, if not beyond. Efforts will be made to increase the
photosynthetic capacities in plants by cell engineering, the rice, maize and pulse genomes might be
completely mapped and genetic diseases cured, agricultural soils and oceans turned into carbon sinks
(to midgate the greehouse effect) etc. But we must recognize that these are still unknown
technologies that will probably bring unknown side effects (uat as did leaded gasoline, asbestos and
CFCs etc.).

7. Shifting Bioloial Lmits

The economic forces boosting biological productivity are already immense (see Table 2), and
it would be naive to tiink that major (public and private) investments will not be made for such
purposa. Allocation and management of Investment capital going into modern biotechnology research
and production is, because of its promises, risks and socio-ecowmic consequences, a key area of
concern in sustainability discussions.!

Table 2. Examples of Commercial Economic Benefits from Conventional Crop Breeding.

Potendal Benefts Commercial "Improvementk
US $1year Beneflda,y

4.4 billion World-wide crossin of a peial Mexican com abl to grw in maul soils
at high altitudes and which is eitnt to seven nmjor oom disae
wih modem annual com vanieties

3.5 billion Asia Inwmved producton by incorpoing dwaWfsm into whoat and no

160 million USA A singl gene from an Ethiopian baleo pln inoducd to
commecial barley crops prtect them frmn yelow dwarf vins
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Source: UNEP (1990)

Advanced knowledge about how gone expression works is now used in incraed food and
aneg production, now mcdlclnc, raw matcials and In Improved environmental management. There
is also groat nerest from the defs industry. Incra knowledge about manipulation of biological
prcesses is,as with knowVedge in general, a doubled edged sword:the key to control is also the key
tO destuction. Bec of the huge stakes and the vast numbers of actors involved in biotechnology,
the whole queston of moral discipline poses mjor concern.

Biotechnology applications can speed up or slow down nropy increases, in both
unsustainabl and sustinale processes, in a more equitable or less equitable iterional order. The
particu responsiblities now facing national and International policy and decision mar8 in the field
of biotehology are among the most urgent and difficult on their agenda.

Biotechnology is seen as a major chance for developing tropical countries to gain from their
rich biological and genetic diverst. Unless developing countries become much better prepared to
influence and contoI present and future investments in biotechnology research and production,
however, they are in serious difficulty with far-reaching consequences for their economic and
enronmental sustanabslity. The risk (from a South pespective) is that additional comparative
advantages will be given to the North making It impossible for the South to compete in the
productio of various agricultural goods for which there is,or willbe, a large demand and high value-
added potential.

By using subsidies, trade barriers and environmentally unsustainable production tehologies,
the North already today produce agricultural surpluses which suppress world market prices and
production in the South. Given that the North is not prepared to forego some of its present market
control, which serioudy inhibits development effort in the South, it may not hesitate to strengthen
its position further. Although perhaps not primarily as a consequence of North-South but North-
North competition, the North will most likely take the lead in investing in natural capital using low-
cost genetic 'raw materials' from the South. This would be analogous to manmade capital competition
where the South in many cases was unable to develop competitive value-added processes (e.g. saw-
mills, paper facories, metal industries etc.) and fell back on selling natural resources at falling prices.

Small farmers in developing countries may be the largest losers in such a scenario since they
are least able to undertake and influence investments needed for them to stay compedtive, even on
domesti markets. The socio-economic consequences of decreasing economic sustainability by the
rural poor which may force large populations to search for their livelihood in Increemingly
unsustainable cities, should not be underestimated. This leaves the South with the question to what
extent they actually benefit from so-called 'free-trade' and technology transfers. And to consider what
measures they eventually can take to improve their own development potential in a situation where

rntional economic competition is so unbalanced in favour of the North.

8. lime for Action

It will take some ten years for today's investments in research and development of new
biotechnology to reap economically significant results. It willthen in many cases be too late to correct
for unwanted side effects and costs. The international community should therefore assess risks,
benefits and costs as well as their distribution, and seek to control the development of such
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technology at h earliest possible stage.

Much of the discussion above points to the responsibilities of public sectors as a large-scale
investor. Since many largs biotechnology, and energy research, investments are made by the private
secoor, however, the public sector also has the responsibility of influencing private lnvetment.
Maurice Strong's statement on the importance of incorporatng the private sector into development
planning is particlarly relevant: 'Business is the major engine of development In our society. And,
threfore if we can't influence business, we really can't influence development" (Dampier, 1982). In
particular this will mean taking the needs of the South into consideration, including elaboration and
assessment of how, though lega, economic and policy arangements, developing countries can best
be strengthened in their research and investment capacities.

9. Coldon

Compared with the costs, 0.8-1.5% of GDP, industrial countries have received signiflcant
benefits from their eanvironmental programmes during the last twenty years (OECD, 1991). Although
natural capital investments made are too low, for those countries who have invested even less, or
hope to avoid such investments in the future, the bill will get much higher.

It is,therefore, encouraging to note that the public opinion in the United States, Japan and
14 European countries now indicates a strong support for the environment, even in situations where
protection of the environment would reduce economic growth (OECD, 1991). Such attitudes are a
good basis for building the necessary institutional changes in the industrial world for improved
understanding and management of investment capital in relation to exiting (and possibly shifted)
ecological constaints to economic growth. Its also the best guarantee for that innovative fincial
bodies, such as GUE, will get increased resources and mandate to help promote susinable
investment practices in the South. UNCED-92 is, of course, an opportunity of utmost importance to
bring about such changes.

However, throughout history, although being fully aware of environmental constras,
societies faied to secure a sustainable balance between immediate consumption and long-tem naur
capital mvestment and, therefore, eventually collapsed (Ponting, 1990). Furthennore, although these
societies were constrained by only local or regional environmental limits, today's global limits will
require a level of international coordination and cooperation never before necessary in the history
of humankind.
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Notes

1. Cost necesary to maintain (defend) a certain level of welfare which, due to unwanted side-
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ffects of consumption and production, such as pollution, threatens to fail.

2. I has been esdmated that siltation of dams feeding hydropower turbines involves a loss of
some 148,000 gigawatt hours which at US $15 per barrel would cost some US $4 billion per
year to replae using oil fired thermal generation (Pearce, 1987).

3. Ibe World Resources Institute (WRI) has estimated that the Third World's unmet financial
needs for maintaining their natual resources as "the basis for meeting the needs for current
and future generations' amounts to US $ 20-50 billion per year over the next decade (WRI,
19).

4. The UNEP Collaborating Centre on Energy and Environment linked to the Risoe National
Laboratory in Denmark, which was opened on 1 October 1990, may be a good starting point
towards this end.

5. Biotechnology has been defined as "The application of biological systems and organisms to
scientific, industrial, agricultural, health and environment processes and uses.' "Organisms"
includes animals, plants and microbes. "New'biotechnology refers to the use of cell fusion,
cell and tissue culture, recombinant DNA and novel bioprocessing methods. While "Old" or
classical biotechnology means the use of microbes for baking, brewing, or other fermentation
processes, or selective breeding in agriculture and animal husbandry (Giddings and Persley,
1990).

6. In 1987, total research and development investment on agricultural biotechnology was
estimated at US $900 million, of which more than 60% was in the private sector (Giddings
and Persley, 1990).
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Chapter 8: THE ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABILB TY: INVESG IN
NATURALCAPITAL

Robert Cotanza

1. An Ecological Eoonomic World View

To achieve global sustainlity, we need to stop thnking of eological and economic goals
as being in cwnflict Economic systems are dependent on their ecological life support sytm and
we must realize that fWct and incorport it into our thinking and actions at a very basic level if we
are to sustain our global household. A house divided against itself cannot long stand.

To achieve suainability we must develop an ecologicaleconomics that goes well beyond the
conventional disciplines of ecology and economics to a trly integrative synthesis (Costn 1991).

Figure 1 illustrates one aspect of the relatoship betwoee ecological economics and the
conventional approaches; the domains of the differe subdisclplines. The upper left box reprents
the domain of mconentional" economics, the in ctions of economic sectors (like mining,
manufacturing, or households) with each other. The domain of "conventional" ecology is the lower
right box, the interactions of ecosystms and their components with each other. The lower left box
represens the inputs from ecological sectors to economic sectors. This isthe usual domain of resource
economics and environmenta impact analysis: the use of renewable and nonenewable natural
resources by the economy. The upper right box represens the "use"by ecological sectors of economic
"products." The products of interest in this box are usually unwanted by-products of production and
the ultimate wastes from consumption. This is the usual domain of encronmea economics and
environmental impact analysis: pollution and its mitigation, prevention and mediation. Ecological
economia encompasses and trancends these disciplinary boundaries. Elogial economics sees the
human economy as part of a larger whole. Its domai is the entire web of interactions between
economic and ecological sectors.

Table I presents some of the other major differences between ecologicaleconomics (OE) and
conventional economics (CEcon) and conventional ecology (CEcol). Tbe basic world view of CEcon
is one in which individual human consumers are the cental figures. Their tastes and preferences are
tkenas egiven and are the dominant, determining force. The resource base is viewed as esentally
limitless due to technical progress and infinite substitutability. EE takes a more holistic view with
humans as one component (albeit a very important one) in the overall system. Human preferences,
undersmtanding, tecnology and cultural organization al co-evolve to reflect broad ecological
opportunities and constraints. Humans have a special place in the system because they are responsible
for understanding their own role in the larger system and managing it for sustainability. This basic
world view is similar to that of CEcol, in which the resource base is limited and humans are just
another (albeit seldom studied) species. But EE differs fom CEcol in the importance it gives to
humans as a species, and its emphasis on the mutual importance of cultural and biological evolution.
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We must acknowledge that the human system is a subsystem within the larger ecological
system. Ibis implies not only a relationship of interdependence, but ultimately a relation of de-
pendence of the subsystem on the larger parent system. The fiast questions to ask about a subsystem
are: how big is it relative to the total sytem, how big can it be, and how big should it be? These
questions of scale are only now beginning to be asked (Daly and Cobb 1989).

The presumed goals of the systems under study are also quite distinct, especially at the macro
level. The macro goal of EE is sustainability of the combined ecological economic system. CEcol's
macro goal of species survival is similar to sustainability, but is generally confined to single species
and not the whole system. CEcon emphasizes growth rather than sustainability at the macro leveL At
the micro level, EE is urique in acknowledging the two-way linkages between scales, rather than the
one-way view of the conventional sciences in which all macro behavior is the simple aggregation of
micro behavior. In EE, social organization and cultural institutions at higher levels of the space/time
hierarchy ameliorate conflicts produced by myopic pursuit of micro goals at lower levels, and vise
versa.

Perhaps the key distinctions between EE and the conventional sciences lie in their academic
stances, and their assumptions about technical progress. As already noted, EE is transdisciplinary,
pluralistic, integrative, and more focused on problems than on tools.

CEcon is very optimistic about the ability of technology ultimately to remove all resource
constraints to continued economic growth. CEcol really has very little to say directly about
technology, since it tends to ignore humans altogether. But to the extent that it has an opinion, it
would be pessimistic about technology's ability to remove resource constraints because all other
existing natural ecosystems that don't include humans are observed to be resource limited. EE is
prudently skeptical in this regard. Given our high level of uncertainty about this issue, it is irrational
to bank on technology's ability to remove resource constraints. If we guess wrong then the result is
disastrous, irreversible destruction of our resource base and civilization itself. We should at least for
the time being assume that technology will not be able to remove resource constraints. If it does we
can be pleasantly surprised. If it does not we are still left with a sustainable system. EE assumes this
prudently skeptical stance on technical progress.

2. Sustainability: Maintaining Our Global Life Support System

While acknowledging that the sustainability concept requires much additional research, we
can offer the following working definition: Sustainability is a relationship between dynamic human
economic systems and larger dynamic, but normally slower-changing ecological systems, in
whicb: (a) human llfe can continue indeflnitelry (b) human indivnduals can flourish, (c) human
cultures can develop; but In which (d) effects of human activites remain within bounds, so as not
to destroy the diversity, complexity, and function of the ecological life support system.

"Sustainability" does not imply a static, much less a stagnant, eco amy, but we must be careful
to distinguish between "growth' and "development", as specified in the introduction. Economic
growth, which is an increase in quantity, cannot be sustainable indefinitely on a finite planet.
Economic development, which is an improvement in the quality of life without necessarily causing
an increase in quantity of resources consumed, may be sustainable. Sustainable growth is an
impossibility. Sustainable development must become our primaty long-term policy goaL
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The most obvious danger of ignoring the role of nature in economics is that nature is the
economy's life support system, and by ignoring it we may inadvertently damage it beyond it's ability
to repair itself. Indeed, there is much evidence that we have already done so (Goodland, 1991).
Current economic systems do not inherently incorporate any concern about the sustainability of our
natural life support system and the economies which depend on it (Costanza and Daly 1987). In an
important sense, sustainability is merely justice with respect to future generations. This includes
future generations of other species, even though our main interest may be in our own species.

Sustainability has been variously construed (cf. Pezzey 1989, WCED, 1987) but a useful
definition is the amount of consumption that can be continued indefinitely without degrading capital
stocks - including "natural capital" stocks. In a business, capital stock incluces long-term assets such
as buildings and machinery that serve as the means of production. Natural capital is the soil and
atmospheric structure, plant and animal biomass, etc. that, taken together, forms the basis of all
ecosystems. This natural capital stock uses primary inputs (sunlight) to produce the range of
ecosystem servces and physical natural resource flows. Examples of natural capital include forests,
fish populations and petroleum deposits. The natural resource flows yielded by these natural capital
stocks are, respectively, cut timber, caught fish, and pumped crude oiL We have now entered a new
era in which the limiting factor in development is no longer manmade capital but remaining natural
capitaL Tumber is limited by remaining forests, not sawmill capacity; fish catch is limited by fish
populations, not by fishing boats; crude oil is limited by remaining petroleum deposits, rot by
pumping and drilling capacity. Most economists view natural and manmade capital as substitutes
rather than complements. Consequently neither factor can be Umiting. Only if factors are
complementary can one be limiting. Ecological economists see manmade and natural capital as
fundamentally complementary and therefore emphasize the importance of limiting factors and
changes in the pattern of scarcity. This is a fundamental difference that needs to be reconciled
through debate such as this book.

To implement sustainability, all projects should meet the following criteria: For renewable
resources, the rate of harvest should not exceed the rate of regeneration (sustainable yield) and the
rates of waste generation from projects should not exceed the assimilative capacity of the
cjwir.vnmnt (sutainabl wvste disposal). Foor nonrenemable resources the rates of waste generation
from projects shall not exceed the assimilative capacity of the environment and the depletion of the
nonrenewable resources should require comparable development of renewable substitutes for that
resource. These are safe, minimum sustainability standards; and once met, projects should be
selected that have the highest rates of return based on other, more traditional economic criteria.

3. Maintaning and Ilmsting in Natural Capital to Ensure Sustainablilty

A minimum necessary condition for sustainabiity is the maintenance of the total nat-
ural capital stock at or above the current level. While a lower stock of natural capital may be
sustainable, given our uncertainty and the dire consequences of guessing wrong, it is best to at least
provisionally assume that we are at or below the range of sustainable stock levels and allow no
further decline in natural capital. This 'constancy of total natural capital" rule can thus be seen as
a prudent minimum condition for ensuring sustainability, to be abandoned only when solid evidence
to the contrary can be offered. In fact we should begin the process of reinvesting in natural capital
stocks to bring them back to safe minimum standards. There is disagreement between technological
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optimists (who see technical progress eliminating all resource constraints to growth and development)
and technological skeptics (who do not see as much scope for this approach and fear irteversible use
of tesources and damage to natural capital). By limiting total system natural capital at current levels
(preferably by using higher severance and consum,,tion taxes) we can satisfy both the skeptics (since
resources will be conserved for future generations) and the optimists (since this will raise the price
of natural capital resources and more rapidly induce the technical change they predict). By limiting
physical growth, only development is allowed and this may proceed without endangering
sustainability.

4. PolUy Instuments: EnAronmental Assurance lkadlng

We need to explore promising alternatives to our current command and control envi-
ronmental management systems, and to modify existing government agencies and other institutioins
accordingly. The enormous uncertainty about local and transnational etnironmental impacts needs
to be incorporated into decision-making. We also need to better understand the sociological, cultural,
and political criteria for acceptance or rejection of policy instrumentL

One example of an innovative policy instrument currently being studied is a flexible
environmental assurance bonding system designed to incorporate environmental criteria and
uncertainty into the market system, and to induce positive environmental technological innovation
(Perring, 1989; Costanza and Perrings, 1990).

In addition to direct charges for known environmental damages, a companywould be required
to post an assurance bond equal to the current best estimate of the largest potential future
environmental damages; the money would be kept in interest-bearing escrow accounts. After the
project, the bond (plus a portion of the interest) would be returned if the fim could show that the
suspected damages had not occurred or would not occur. If they did, the bond would be used to
rehabilitate or repair the environment and to compensate injured parties. Thus, the burden of proof
would be shifted from the public to the resource-user and a strong economic incentive would be
provided to research the true costs of enironmentaLly damaging activities and to develop cost-
cffccuvc pollu'u'n coi)tfol technologies. This is an xtension of the 'polluter payst principlc to 'the
polluter pays for tuncertainty as well." Other innovative policy instruments include tradeable pollution
and depletion quotas at both national and international levels. Also worthy of mention is the newly
emerging Global Environmental Facility of the World Bank which will provide concessionary funds
for investments that reduce global externalities.

S. Econoilc Inetlves Lnking Revenues and Uses

We should implement fees on the destructive use of natural capital to promote more efficient
use, and ease up on income taxes, especially on low incomes in the interest of equity. Fees, taxes
and subsidies should be used to change the prices of activities that interfere with sustainability
relative to those that are compatible with it. This can be accomplished by using the funds generated
to support an alternative to undesirable activities that are being taxed. For example a tax on all
greenhouse gases, with the size of the tax linked to the impact of each gas could be linked to
development of alternatives to fossil fuel. Gasoline tax revenues could be used to support mass
transit and bike lane. Current policies that subsidize environmentally harmful activities should be
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stopped. For eammple, subsidies on virgin material extraction should be stopped. ITis will also allow
reccling options to effectively compete. Crop subsidies that dramatically increase pesticide and
frtilizer use should be eliminated, and forms of positive incentives should also be used For example,
debt for nature swaps should be supported and should receive much more funding. We should also
offer prestigious prizes for work that increases awareness of or contributes to sustainability issues,
such as changes in behavior that develop a culture of maintenance (ie. cars that last for SO years)
or promotes capital and resource saving improvements (i.e. affordable, efficient housing and water
supplies).

6. EcologIcal Economic Research

While economics has developed many useful tools of analysis, it has not directed these tools
toward the thorny questions that arise when considering the concept and implementation of
sustainability. In particular, we need to better understand preference formation, and especially time
preference formation. We also need to understand how individual time preferences and group time
preferences may differ, and how the preferences of institutions that will be critical to the success or
failure of sustainability are established. We have heretofore paid too little attention to ecological
feedbacks. An understanding of these will be critical to the implementation of sustainability goals.
We need to concentrate on the valuation of important non-market goods and services provided by
ecoytems (Costanza et al 1989).

7. EcologIcal Economks Education

We need to develop an ecological economics core curriculum and degree granting programs
that embody the skills of both economics and ecology. This implies a curriculum with some blending
of physical, chemical and biological sciences and economics. Within this curriculum quantitative
methods are essential but they should be problem directed rather than just mathematical tools for
their own sake. Experimentation capacity is needed to provide ecological economics with a solid
empirical base which is built upon creative and comprehensive theory. We need to develop extension
programs that can effectively transfer information among both disciplines and nations.

8L I"ttutional Changes

Institutions with the fleiability necessary to deal with ecologically sustainable development are
lacking. Indeed many financial institutions are built on the assumption of continuous exponential
growth and will face major restructuring in a sustainable economy. Many existing institutions have
fragmented mandates and policies, and often have not optimaly utilized market and non-market
force to resolve environmental problems. They have also conducted inadequate benefit/cost analyses
by not incorporating ecological costs; used short-term planning horizons; inappropriately assigned
property rights (public and private) to resources; and not made appropriate use of incentives.

There is a lack of awareness and education about sustainability, the environment, and causes
of environmental degradation. In addition, much environmental knowledge held by indigenous
peoples is being lost, as is knowledge of species, particularly in the tropics. Institutions have been
slow to respond to new information and shifts in values, for example threats to biodiversity or rapid
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changes in eommunication technologies. Finally, many institutions do not freely share or disseminate
ln, matkon do not prtoide publc acces to decision-makini, and do not devote serious attention
to detmining and representing the wishes of their constituencies.

Miny of these problems are a result of the inflexible bureaucratic structure of many modern
istitutions. Experience (i.e. Japanese industry) has shown that less bureaucratic, more flexible, more
poer-to-peer institutional structures can be much more efficient and effective. We need to de-
bureaucratize institutions so that they can effectively respond to the coming challenges of achieving
sustainabilitY.
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Chaptr O* FROM GROWTH TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELPMENT

Lester R. Brown, Sandr Postel, and Christopher Flain

Fbr much of this centuty, econoic debates have focused on whether capitalim or socilsm
is the best way to orgeniz a modem industral economy. Tat argument now seems to be over, as
the nato of eastern Euope move swiftly toward market mechanisms, and as the Soviet economy
teeter on the brink of collapse. Yet even before the political dust settles from these
transormations, a new, more fundamental question has arisn How can we design a vibrant economy
that does not destoy the natural resources and environmental system on which it depends?

The vast scale and rapid gowth of the $20trillion global economy are haietd as great
achievements of our time. But as the pace of envionmental deterioration quickens, the
consequences of falling to bridge the gap between the worings of economic systems and natural
ones ae becoming al too clear.'

Redrcting the global economy toward eonntal sutainability requires fundamental
reforms at both the intemational and national levels In an age when topical deforestation in one
country reduces the entire earth's biological richness, when chemicals relased on one continent can
lead to slin cancer on another, and when CO2 emisios anywhere hasten climate change
eveywbee, economic polic ng i no lc"ger exclusively a national concem

Greatly lessening the developing world's debt burden is a prerequisite for an enironmentaly
sustainable world economy. By 1989, the Third World's exemal debt stood at $12 trilion, 44
percent of its collective gross national product (GNP). In some countris, the figure was far higher-
140 percent in Egypt and Zaire and a staggering 400 percent in Mozambique. Developing nations
paid $77 bilion in interest on their debts that year, and repaid $85 billion worth of principaL Since
about 1984, the traditional fbow of capital from developed to the developing countries has been
increasIngly offset by a flow of interest and dividends in the oppodte dirction. Preiminay data for
al Ow, including grants, show a negative flw to the developing countries of $2.7 biSlion in 1989,
which compares with a positive flow of $51 billion in 1981.2

Lack of capital has made it nearly impossible for developing countries to invest adequately
in forest protection, soil conseantion, irigation improvements, more energy-efficient technologie,
or pollution control deviceL Even wore, growing debts have compelled them to sell off natural
resources, often their only source of foreign currency. Like a consumer forced to hock the family
heirlooms to pay credit card bills, developing counties are plundering forests, decimating fisheries,
and depleting water supplies - regardless of the long-term consequences. Unfortunatey, no global
pawnbroker is holding on to this inheritance until the world can afford to buy it baclk

Reforming foreign aistance is also criticaL Very little of the aid money disbursed to
developing countries by goernments and international lending institutions supports ecologically
sound development. The Wodd Bank, the largest single funder, lacks a coherent vision of a
sustainable economy, and thus its lending priorities often run counter to the goal of creating one.
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Bilateral aid agencies, with a few important exceptions, do little better. Moreover, the scale of total
lending fails far short of that needed to help the Third World escape from the overlapping traps of
poverty, ovepopulation, and ecological decline.

2 Itrments of Economic Reform

At the heart of the dilemma at the national level is the failure of economies to incorporate
envimnmental costs into private decisions, which results in society at large bearing them, often in
unanticipated ways. Automobile driven do not pay the full costs of local air pollution or long-term
climate change wben they fll their gas tanks, nor do farmers pick up the whole tab for the health
and ecological risks of using pesticides.

Many industrial nations now spend 1-2 percent of their total economic output on pollution
control, and these figures will increase in the years ahead. Such large sums spent on capturing
pollutants at the end of the pipe, while necessaty, are to some extent a measure of the economy's
failure to foster practices that curb pollution at its source. Governments mandate catalytic converters
for cams, but neglect energy-efficient transport systems that would lessen automobile dependence.
They require expensive methods of treating hazardous waste, while doing little to encourage
industries to reduce their generation of waste.?

Of the many tools governments can use to reorient economic behavior, fsal policies offer
some of the most powerfuL In particular, partially replacing income taxes with environmental taxes
could greatly speed the transition to an environmentally sustainable economy without necessarily
increasing the total tax burden. Designed to make prices better reflect true costs, a comprehensive
set of environmental taxes would include, for example, levies on carbon emissions from fossil fuels,
hazardous waste, paper produced from virgin pulp, pesticide sales, and groundwater depletion.
Shifting the tax base in this way would help ensure that those causing environmental harm pay the
price, rather than society as a whole, and thereby encourage more environmentally sound practices.

i. A VUustiOD oi 51ie

Even if debt is relieved, development aid is restructured, and an array of green taxes are
instituted, there remains the vexing problem of the economy's scale. Listening to most economists
and politicians, unlimited expansion of the economy seems not only possible but desirable. Political
1A&mn tnut growth as the answer to unemployment, poverty, ailing industries, fiscal crises, and
myriad other societal iDls. To question the wisdom of growth seems almost blasphemous, so ingrained
is it in popular thinking about how the world works.

Yet to agree that creating an environmentally sustainable economy is necessary is to
acknowledge that limits on some forms of growth are inevitable--in particular the consumption of
physical resources. Textbook models often portray the economy as a self-contained system, with
money flowing between consumers and businesses in a closed loop. In reality, however, the economy
is not isolated. It operates within the boundaries of a global ecosystem with finite capacities to
produce fresh water, form new topsoil, and absorb pollution. As a subset of the biosphere, the
economy cannot outgrow its physical limits and still remain intact."
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With an annual output of $20 trilon, the global economy now produces in 17 days what it
took an entire year to generate in 1900. Already, economic activity has breached numerous local,
regional, and global thresholds, resulting in the spread of deserts, acidification of lakes and forests,
and the buildup of greenhouse gases. If growth proceeds along the lines of recent decades, it is only
a matter of time before global systems collapse under the pressure.5

One usefld measure of the economy's size relative to the earth's life-supporting capacity is
the share of the planet's photosynthetic product now devoted to human activity. 'Net prinaiy
production' is the amount of solar enerag fixed by green plants through photosynthesis minus the
energy used by those plants themselves. It is, in essence, the planet's total food resource, the
biochemical energy that supports all turms of animal life, from earthworms to humans.

Vitousek and his colleagues estimate that 40 percent of the earth's annual net prmay
production on land now goes directly to meet human needs or b indirectly used or destroyed by
human activity-leaving 60 percent for the millions of other land-based species with which humans
share the planet. While it took all of human history to reach this point, the share could double to
80 percent by 2030 if current rates of population growth and consumption continue; ring per capita
consumption could shorten the doubling time considerably. Along the way, with people usurping an
ever larger share of the eartb's life-sustaining energy, natural systems wfll unravel faster. Eactly
when vital thresholds will be crossed irreversibly is impossible to say. But as Vitousek and his
colleagues state, those 'who believe that limits to growth a.e so distant as to be of no consequence
for today's decision makers appear unaware of these biological realities.

4. Toward Greater Effleecy and Equity

For humanity to avoid the wholesale breakdown of natural systems requires not just a slowing
in the expansion of our numbers but a shift from the pursuit of growth to that of sustainable progress
- human betterment that does not come at the expense of future generations. The first and easiest
phase in the transition is to increase greatly the efficiency with which water, energ, and materials
are used, which will allow people's needs to be satisfied with fewer resources and less environmental
harm This shift is already under way, but is proceding at a glacial pace compared with what is
needed.

One example of the necessary approach is in California. Pioneenng energy policies there
have fostered utility investments in efficiency, causing electricity use per person to decline 03 percent
between 1978 and 1988, compared witb an 11-percent increase in the rest of the United States.
Califonis suffered no drop in living standards as a result; indeed, their overall welfare improved
since their electricity bills were reduced and their cooking, lighting, and other electrical needs were
met with less sacrifice of air quality.7

Producing goods and services as efficiently as possible and with the most environmentally
benign technologies available will move societies a long way toward sustainability, but it will not allow
them to achieve it. Continuing growth in material consumption - the number of cars and air
conditionets, the amount of paper used, and the like - will eventually overwhelm gains from
efficiency, causing total resource use (and all the corresponding environmental damage) to rise. A
halving of pollution emissions from individual cars, for example, will not iesult in much improvement
in air quality if the total distance driven doubles, as it has in the United States since 1965.'
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Ibis aspet of the transition from growth to sustainability is thus far more difficult, as it goes
to the her of people's consumption patter In poorer countries, simply meeting the basic needs
of growing human numbers will require that consumption of water. energy, and forest products
ineases, even if these resources are used with the utmost efficiency. But the wealthier industdal
countes - especally the dozen that have stabilized their population size, including Austra,
Gemany, Italy, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland - are in the best position to begin satifying their
needs with no net degradation of the natural resource base. Thes counties could be the fist to
benefit from realiing that some growth costs more than it is worth, and that an economy's optimum
size is not its maximum size.

5. Quality over Qutty

GNP becomes an obsolete measure of progres in a socety strving to meet people's needs
as efficiently as possible and with the least damage to the environment What counts i not growth
in output, but the quality of sevices rendered. Bicyes and light rail, for instance, ate less resource,
intensive forms of transportation than automobiles are, and contribute less to GNP. But a shift to
mass tranit and cycling for most passenger trips would enhance urban lIfe by eliminating traffic jams,
reducing snlog, and making cities safer for pedestrians GNP would go down, but oval well-being
would increase.'

Likwe, investing in water-efficient appliances and irrigation systems instead of biding
more dams and diversion canals would meet water needs with less harm to the eno t. Since
massive water projects consume more resources than efficiency investments do, GNP would tend to
decE. But quality of life would improve. It becomes clear that striving to boost GNP is often
inappropriate and counterproductie. As ecologist and phflosopher Garrett Hardin puts it, 'For a
statesman to try to maximize the GNP is about a sensible as for a composer of music to tty to
maxmize the number of notes in a symphony.""

Abandoning growth as an overriding goal does not and must not mean foaidng the poor.
Rising incomes and material consumption are essential to imprving well-being in much of the IhW
World. But contrary to what political leaders imply, global economic growth as currently measured
is not the solution to poverty. Despite the fivefold rise in world economic output since 1950, 1.2
billion people - more than ever before - live in absolute poverty today. More growth of the sort
engineered in recent decades will not s.ive the poor, only strategies to more equitably distribute
inenme Pnd wealth can.'2

6 A Higher Social Order

Formidable barriers stand in the way of shifting from growth to real progress as the central
goal of economic policy. The vision that growth conjue up of an expanding pie of riches is a
powerful and convenient political tool because it allows the tough issues of income inequality and
skewed wealth distrbution to be avoided. As long as there is growth, there is hope that the lives of
the poor can be bettered without sacrifices from the rich. The reality, however, is that achieving an
environmentally sustainable global economy is not possible without the fortunate limiting their
consumption in order to leave room for the poor to increase theirs.
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With the ending of the cold war and the fading of ideological barriers, an opportunity has
opened to buiW a new world upon the foundations of peace. A sustainable economy represents
nothing lea than a higher social order - one as concerned with future generations as with our own,
and more fcwed on the health of the pt2net and the poor than on material acquisitions and military
might. While it is a fundamentally new endeavor, with many uncertaindes, it is far less risky than
continuing with business as usuaL

Note This is based on State of the Wo_ld 1991 New York, W.W. Norton & Company.
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